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EXQUISITE FLOWER PRINT TO FRAME

We live in Alaska and love it

MAN'S BEST INVESTMENT

Aluminum-Skin house for you
THE LEES ENCLOSED THEIR PORCH TO MAKE A GAY FAMILY ROOM

their Armstrong Vinyl Corlon floor was flawlessly installed by experts

Extra living space was found by the Lees most economically by enclosing their back porch. For the floor, their dealer recommended Armstrong Vinyl Corlon No. 6506 with a new kind of inexpensive inlays. The lustrous vinyl can take constant scuffing.

A true craftsman put down the floor. You can tell by the way he fitted the triangular inlays and expertly joined the big, smooth sheets of Vinyl Corlon. There isn't a crack in the entire floor where dust can hide. It's no wonder that Corlon is one of the easiest of all floors to care for.

No more tired feet for Mrs. Lee. Her floor was put down over Armstrong Cushion-Eze Underlayment. It has a layer of soft foam that provides delightful comfort and quiet underfoot. This luxury costs little that Mrs. Lee regrets she didn't have it sooner.

Send 25¢ for "SUCCESSFUL DECORATING," 32 pages of ideas in color for every room. Description of this "Add-On Family Room" available free. Write Armstrong Cork Company, 5901 Pine St., Lancaster, Pa. In Canada, Dept. 19-B, Box 919, Montreal, Quebec.

The Modern Fashion in Floors

Watch Armstrong Circle Theatre, Alternate Wednesday Nights, CBS-TV
Choose any 4 for 99 cents:

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS. Jules Verne. 1,260 pages. Illustrated.


GARDEN IDEAS AND PROJECTS. 120 pages. Illustrated.


LADIES' HOME JOURNAL BOOK OF INTERIOR DECORATION. Big new how-to-do-in guide to furniture, fabrics, color, lighting, etc. 29% lavish illustrations, 144 in color.

MAGGIE-NOV — Betty Smith. Factoring new best-seller about a young psychiatrist who risks his career by falling in love with his young psychiatrist who rides his young psychiatrist who rides his... 20 menus. 640 pages. Most useful cook book ever published!

MODERN FAMILY COOK BOOK — Meta Green. 1,250 delicious recipes, 250 menus, 640 pages. Most useful cook book ever published!


VICTORIAN: FAIRY TALES. Famed children's classic in superb new edition—80,000 entries, 700 illustrations. Whole story of man from earliest times to now.


THE COLUMBIA VIKING ENCYCLOPEDIA. 2 volumes. Latest and enlarged edition—1,440 pages. 1,000 articles. Updated twice a year. Over the years the biggest hits by top authors like Ernest Hemingway, W. Somerset Maugham, Daphne du Maurier.

Now comes the new addition — the 2-volume set — many desirable titles offered for the first time! Think of it — a total value of $13.34 to $42.95 in publishers' editions — yours for just 99 cents when you join.

BEST-SELLERS ON THIS PAGE

Grimm's Fairy Tales
Victorina
Daybreak
Pieturas 1471
Eneyclopidia—sat IISO

VALUE $13.34 TO $42.95 in Pub. Editions

when you join the Dollar Book Club and agree to take as few as 6 best-selling novels out of 24 to be offered within a year.

Take advantage of this brand new introductory offer from Doubleday One Dollar Book Club! Join now and receive the biggest bargain ever offered to new members. Select any 4 of the full-size, hard-bound books on this page for only 99 cents. Choose from new best-sellers...beautiful library volumes...big, lavishly-illustrated books...even 2-volume sets! Many desirable titles offered for the first time! Think of it — a total value of $13.34 to $42.95 in publishers' editions — yours for just 99 cents when you join.

Members Save up to 75% on New Best-Sellers!

Imagine — best-seller selections costing up to $3.95 in publishers' editions come to Club members for only $1 each! Over the years the biggest hits by top authors like Ernest Hemingway, W. Somerset Maugham, Daphne du Maurier, Thomas B. Costain, Frank Verby and others, have come to Club members at this low $1 price. Occasional extra-big books are also offered at prices slightly above $1. All are new, full-size, hard-bound editions. An exciting new bonus plan offers other big savings too. But you buy only the books you want — and you don't have to take one each month. You may take at least one selection a year!

Send No Money — Mail the Coupon

Receive any 4 books on this page for only 99 cents, plus a small shipping charge. Three books are your gift for joining, and one is your first selection! Thereafter you will receive the Club's Bulletin, which describes forthcoming $1 selections and other book bargains.

No-Risk Guarantee; If not delighted, return all 4 books and membership will be cancelled. Send no money — just mail the coupon now!

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

DEPT. 9-AH-1, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

I ACCEPT YOUR OFFER. SEND ME THE 4 BOOKS CHECKED, BILL ME ONLY 99c and enrIol as a member.

Include my first issue of The Bulletin describing the new forthcoming one-dollar selections and other bargains for members. I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the following month's selections. I do not have to accept a book every month — only six a year. I pay nothing except $1 for each selection I accept (plus a small shipping charge) unless I choose an extra-value selection at a somewhat higher price.

Mr. Mrs. Miss

Address

City & Zone State

Address: Doubleday Book Club, 105 Bond St., Toronto 2, Good in U.S., Canada only.

Doubleday Book Club, 105 Bond St., Toronto 2, Good in U.S., Canada only.

TO OUR RESIDENTS OF CANADA: Selection price $1.50 plus shipping. Address Doubleday Book Club, 105 Bond St., Toronto 2, Good in U.S., Canada only.

NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted, return all books within 7 days. and membership will be cancelled.
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Catherine Carter Laughton (left) goes by a variety of intriguing names. In private life, she is Mrs. Charles Laughton (no connection with the Charles Laughtons of stage and screen). In Portland, she has thousands of devoted followers as head of the home service department and the “Mary Cullen’s Cottage” column. Catherine is the mother of two married sons, has always done the cooking even when it was necessary to have a housekeeper ride herd on the boys. This month she is our guest food contributor. You’ll find her meringue torte on page 40.

Lester David, a free-lance magazine writer, specializes in interviewing and writing about famous personalities. This month he turns his hand to the intriguing article on page 34, “A Man’s Best Investment—His Wife.”

Bette Sanford, a successful kitchen designer, takes a busman’s holiday and devotes her talents to her own kitchen. Bette comes up with the attractive and efficient arrangement in “A Change for the Brighter,” a feature full of bright ideas on page 60. The Sanfords and their three children have a lovely Victorian home just outside of New York City.
FREE!

JACKSON & PERKINS BRAND-NEW SPRING 1959
CATALOG OF ROSES
AND PERENNIALS

FEATURING
Kordes
Perfetta

The Rose of the Year
AND IVORY FASHION
-The 1959 All-America Winner

YES — yours absolutely free — this brand-new Jackson & Perkins Spring 1959 Catalog. Within its 50 full-color pages you'll see many new and exciting J&P varieties: Kordes Perfetta — the glorious new red-white-and-yellow Hybrid Tea that was overwhelmingly selected by 5,000 home-test gardeners as The Rose of the Year; Ivory Fashion — the newest All-America Floribunda; Red Wings; Fashionette; Gold Coast; and others! You'll also see the finest selection of Hybrid Teas, Floribundas, Tree Roses, Climbers, Miniature and Grandiflora Roses ever offered! And there's a wonderful choice of hardy J&P Perennials, too! All J&P plants are guaranteed to live and bloom in your garden. To receive your copy of this colorful catalog free, mail coupon now!

2 J&P ROSE CENTERS TO SERVE YOU

Jackson & Perkins Co.
13 Rose Lane, Newark, New York

Jackson & Perkins Co. of Calif.
13 Rose Lane, Pleasanton, Calif.

Jackson & Perkins Co.
Pleasanton, Calif.

Jackson & Perkins Co.
Newark, New York

If you live in Arizona, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington or Wyoming — write to:

Jackson & Perkins Co.
of Calif.
Pleasanton, Calif.

If you live anywhere else in the United States — send your order to:

Jackson & Perkins Co.
Newark, New York

Mail coupon to nearest shipping office

This offer good in U.S.A. only
Family Doctors Know... Humidified Air Is Healthier

Phone Now For AquaMagic
Nose and Throat Protection

**AquaMagic** Humidifies the Air You Breathe to Help Kill Germs...Eliminate Nasal Discomfort

Researchers at the University of Chicago recently proved that flu germs expelled in coughs and sneezes can stay alive indefinitely in dry air. They also proved that the more the air is humidified, the more germs it destroys.

If these “quick-dried” germs are on the loose in the air in your home . . . and if your nose-and-throat passages are too dried out to properly filter the air you breathe . . . you need the AquaMagic Furnace Humidifier by Viking.

**AquaMagic** is an all-new Development of Viking Research

It automatically supplies the humidity you need for health and comfort. This low-cost accessory for your present furnace will give you the same satisfaction expressed by AquaMagic owners who made these unsolicited comments:

“Very satisfactory, especially in cold weather — noses around here are much better in the winter. Everyone should have one.”

“The doctor suggested we install it to eliminate the dryness in the air and cut down colds for the children.”

“When you wake up in the morning, you feel better. Before the humidifier, the air was dry and we all had coughs.”

**AquaMagic** Increases Winter Comfort, Too

If you feel chilly even when the thermostat says, “You’re warm enough,” it may be because you’re losing body moisture too rapidly to dried-out air. Add an AquaMagic and feel the difference; when the humidity’s right you’ll enjoy June-time comfort without advancing the thermostat a single degree.

**AquaMagic** Protects Your Property

...supplies the humidity that

- keeps furniture glue strong.
- keeps wood from warping or cracking.
- keeps textile and carpet fibers strong and flexible.
- keeps house plants lush and green.

Even your skin, hair and nails look and feel better when you live in air that’s humidified by AquaMagic.

**Viking**

NOW! Protect Your Family’s Health and Comfort. Phone for this...

**INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL** 18.95

Viking HUMIDIFIER

Viking Air Products, 5601 Walworth Ave., Cleveland 2, Ohio

For the name of Your Nearest Viking Dealer

Phone WESTERN UNION by number, ask for “Operator 25”
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OUR COVER

Bright and cheerful way to start the day—breakfast in the pleasing new home on our cover. A unique house it is, too, for it is covered with a skin of aluminum. Story on page 22.

Photograph by Kranzten Studios.
OF THESE SUPERB HIGH-FIDELITY

COLUMBIA AND EPIC RECORDS

FOR ONLY

$0.98

FOR ONLY

$0.98

if you join the Columbia Record Club now—and agree to purchase only 5 selections during the coming 12 months

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

Terre Haute, Indiana
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NEVER AGAIN that sick feeling when your toilet overflows

‘TOILAFLEX’
Toilet ALL-ANGLE Plunger

Ordinary plungers just don’t seat properly. They permit compressed air and water to splash back. Thus you not only have a mess, but you lose the very pressure you need to clear the obstruction.

With “Toilaflex”, expressly designed for toilets, no air or water can escape. The full pressure plows through the clogging mass and swishes it down. Can’t miss!

- Double-size cup, double-pressure
- Tapered tail gives air-tight fit
- Designed to flex at any angle
- Enters itself, can’t stick around

For positive insurance against stuffed toilet, have a “Toilaflex” in your home.

$265 fully guaranteed

AT MOST HARDWARE STORES

DOLLS! DOLLS! DOLLS!

LEARN world’s most fascinating business. We teach you to repair, make, sell all kinds of Dolls and accessories. Study at home. Start your own business part or full-time. We show you how. No experience needed.

THE DOLL HOSPITAL SCHOOL

Studio A-19
11826 San Vicente Blvd. • Los Angeles 49, California

I hereby resolve to stop squawking about the high fuel bills and start having the heating system checked each year.

I hereby resolve to read the manufacturer’s directions before I use his product, instead of while I’m waiting for the repairman to fix it.

I hereby resolve to slave and fuss and agonize before the dinner party, and have a marvelous time at it.

I hereby resolve to make minor repairs (that leaky faucet, that hole-y screen, that bang-y shutter) before they sneak-y-Pete into major repairs.

I hereby resolve not to give house room to anything that hasn’t been thoroughly tested and approved (unless it has four legs, a tail and a lovelorn expression).

I hereby resolve not to drag home any more bargains that someone could “do wonders with” until I’ve done wonders with the bargains I’ve already dragged home.

I hereby resolve to put every lethal jar, bottle, can or tool in the house up so high that no child could touch it with a ten-foot hula-hoop.

I hereby resolve to play with my children now, before they’re suddenly playing with some of their own.

I hereby resolve to take a good long “stranger’s look” at my home and do something about the mistakes, eyesores and splitting seams that one doesn’t see for living with them.

I hereby resolve to buy food more sensibly, freeze and store it more wisely, and fix it more attractively.

I hereby resolve not to give any more than three, or less than none, sit-down dinners for forty.

I hereby resolve not to call old friends from college “girls,” even if we haven’t changed a smitch since we sat around over Proust and penuche.

I hereby resolve to be the gentle, soft-voiced, glamorous, understanding, merry, efficient, lovable, tidy wife and mother that I resolved to be last January.

And I resolve, by the hereby, to keep my eyes, my mind and my heart as open as the world is wide... to cherish my American home, but never take it for granted.

JEANNE LAMB O’NEILL
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How long has it been since your mind was stretched by a new idea?

Oliver Wendell Holmes once wrote: “A man’s mind stretched by a new idea can never go back to its original dimensions.” The truth of this statement cannot, of course, be denied. A child who suddenly realizes that the letters in the alphabet are not just isolated sounds and shapes, but meaningful symbols that form words, has grasped an idea that will lead to a continuing expansion of his mind. There comes a time, though, in the lives of too many of us when our minds become occupied only with knowledge we have already learned. When that happens our minds cease to grow.

Unhappily, the more successful a person is in his daily work, the more likelihood there is that this unfortunate condition will result. As we become more and more absorbed with our speciality—whether it is law, medicine, engineering, science, business or any one of the hundreds of other engrossing occupations—we cease to absorb the new knowledge that leads to new concepts. With the years, the mind narrows rather than broadens because we cease to stretch it by exploring the great subjects of philosophy, government, religion—the great humanities which have produced our great men and great thought.

If it has been some time since your mind was stretched by a new idea, the publication of the Great Books described below will be interesting and important to you.

Essential in the library of every thinking person

GREAT BOOKS
OF THE WESTERN WORLD

now available direct from the publisher with great new SYNTOPICON

THE publication of this Private Library Edition of the GREAT BOOKS is regarded as an outstanding event in the fields of literature, philosophy and science. It is not just a reprint of books already in your library. The 54 volumes which comprise the GREAT BOOKS were published after 8 years of research by 75 scholars at a cost of over two million dollars. Many of the books have been especially translated into English. Many of them are out of print and unobtainable through normal channels. Together they include all the accumulated wisdom of 3,000 years of civilization.

The list of authors is impressive—Homer, Plato, Dante, Shakespeare, St. Augustine, Milton, Machiavelli, Faraday, Kepler and St. Thomas Aquinas—to name just a few of the 74 authors and scholars whose works are represented in this special edition of the GREAT BOOKS. The area of thought is limitless. Every great idea that has shaped the lives of thinking men is explored—astronomy, ethics, philosophy, war, peace, religion, death, love, mathematics, medicine, science, theology—102 ideas that have occupied great minds since man could think.

But the magnitude of the GREAT BOOKS is not in its authors and subject matter alone. Published with them is the great new SYNTOPICON designed to make your reading more meaningful. The SYNTOPICON is quite literally a great teacher “living” in your home... always at your disposal to guide your reading... interpret the great ideas... make clear to you the most abstract thought. With the SYNTOPICON you will find new excitement in new ideas... new absorbing interests... new understanding of yourself and other people.

We urge you not to miss this opportunity to enrich your mind with this Private Library Edition of the GREAT BOOKS. Send now for the free booklet which describes this handsome edition in detail. Look it over... think it over. But don’t wait to mail in the coupon below. The supply of these booklets is necessarily limited. Avoid the chance of disappointment by mailing your coupon now!

Mail This Coupon Today for FREE BOOKLET

GREAT BOOKS OF THE WESTERN WORLD, DEPT. 41-C
423 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

Please send me, free and without obligation, your handsome booklet which pictures and describes the revolutionary SYNTOPICON and the GREAT BOOKS in full detail. Also, include complete information on how I may obtain this magnificent set, direct from the publisher, on your special budget plan.

Name ____________________________ (please print)
Address ____________________________
City _______ Zone _______ State _______
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When you buy sleep products, make sure they carry this label. It’s your assurance of quality items filled 100% with “Dacron”® virgin polyester fiberfill in quantities specified by Du Pont.

“Dacron”® is Du Pont’s registered trademark for its polyester fiber. Du Pont makes fibers, does not make the pillow shown.

Most comfortable pillow in the whole sleepy world...

filled 100% with DACRON Fiberfill

How wonderful a pillow to sink into... so softly buoyant, it feels as if it almost weren’t there!

Pillows filled 100% with “Dacron” Fiberfill have a lasting resiliency all their own.

“Dacron” Fiberfill is also non-allergenic, mildew- and moth-resistant. Why not pamper yourself with the most comfortable pillow in the whole sleepy world?

You can spot it by the “Dacron” Fiberfill quality-control label.

DU PONT'S BETTER LIVING FIBERS GIVE YOU SO MUCH MORE
We live in

ALASKA

and love it!

American HOME readers give a personal account of their satisfying and bountiful home life in the 49th state

When the happy news of the 49th state was relayed throughout Alaska, there was joyous celebration from Ketchikan to Point Barrow. Dancing in the streets in Anchorage... handsprings in Fairbanks... big whoop-de-dos in Juneau! The newest and biggest state had realized her long-cherished dream.

Because the American HOME has a large family of loyal subscribers living in Alaska, we were prompted to send a message of welcome. At the same time, we invited our readers to write us about their homes and families and the things they find interesting about living in Alaska. Our message had hardly been air-borne when the replies came pouring in, each and every one reflecting the pride, vigor and personality of our new sister state. “Tell your readers we don’t all live in igloos!” wrote one enthusiastic sour-dough. Another had this to say: “We have a standing joke about writers who come up here on one flight and leave on the next and then print a series of articles. If it happens to rain on that day, we read that Alaska has a wet climate!”

Herewith—more delightful letters and a look inside Alaska, U.S.A. . . .

TOP PICTURE shows Mrs. William Mikkola in her lovely flower garden in Fairbanks. Directly above, with her husband and “moose” dogs.
interest in a gold mine, which is where he and our son, Bernie, Jr., are now—and have been all summer. It's located at Chicken, Alaska, which is a beautiful spot. Chicken is approximately 300 miles from Fairbanks and can be reached by car or plane. We have a light airplane for short, quick hops to fishing and hunting and also to the mine. I'm expecting the men home shortly and, we hope, with a good "clean-up." (Gold, that is!)

We have a three-bedroom, ranch-type home which is in a housing development, much like you'd find anywhere in the States. We plan to improve it, adding a basement that would give us more indoor living space for our long, cold winters. Our front yard looks quite lovely, and we're now in the process of putting a patio in the back yard.

HOME OF MR. WILLIAM MIKKOLA, FAIRBANKS

Mr. and Mrs. Denny G. Breaid live in this charming 3-bedroom house in Fairbanks. Home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mikkola, Fairbanks.

... We have been up here a little over a year. When my husband accepted the position as Manager of Martin Van Buren Lines in Alaska we hadn't the faintest idea of what to expect. We frankly hadn't given the territory much thought other than it was probably dreadfully cold with snow that wouldn't quit. Besides we had heard countless fantastic tales from that vague group of people known as "They say." We were very much surprised when we viewed Anchorage for the first time. It is a very modern city with lovely homes, numerous shops and energetic people. I can think of no city that has a more glorious surrounding than Anchorage. The mountains can be seen from almost every direction and stretch as far as the eye can see....

GINNY LANDRY, ANCHORAGE

... You asked us for the things we find interesting about Alaska. I can only say that the most interesting thing IS "Living in Alaska." I just finished my shift at the Airport where I am an Airways Operations Specialist ("radio operator"). After several years in "outpost" stations and since our marriage in 1956, we have decided on remaining in Juneau. We left apartment living for the more comfortable "home" living and bought this small but cozy house in one of the few "flat" locations of Juneau, a city which nestles up to towering mountains along Gastineau Channel. Our home is not an elaborate one but we feel it is better-than-average in Juneau, and for our needs, certainly comfortable living by all standards....

GLENN & JOYCLYN DAVIS, JUNEAU

... My husband is employed by Wien Alaska Airlines as an aircraft & engine inspector, and we also have an interest in a gold mine, which is where he and our son, Bernie, Jr., are now—and have been all summer. It's located at Chicken, Alaska, which is a beautiful spot. Chicken is approximately 300 miles from Fairbanks and can be reached by car or plane. We have a light airplane for short, quick hops to fishing and hunting and also to the mine. I'm expecting the men home shortly and, we hope, with a good "clean-up." (Gold, that is!)

We have a three-bedroom, ranch-type home which is in a housing development, much like you'd find anywhere in the States. We plan to improve it, adding a basement that would give us more indoor living space for our long, cold winters. Our front yard looks quite lovely, and we're now in the process of putting a patio in the back yard.

MRS. BERNARD L. SHERWOOD, FAIRBANKS

... I am enclosing two pictures of my log "cabin," one in summer and one in winter. My family consists of two cats, one Pekingese and one sheep dog. The per capita population of dogs in Fairbanks is very high. The cost of living is high here, too, but wages in most instances are accordingly high. Our city is, and has been, growing by leaps and bounds, with the emphasis on new, modern homes....

MRS. VIRGINIA M. POWELL, FAIRBANKS

... The scenery—the informal way of life—the fishing and hunting—the people and their friendliness—and even the cold winters with their short days make Alaska most interesting. Anchorage has every type of home dwelling—from two fourteen-story apartments to cozy log cabins to beautiful hundred-thousand-dollar homes. We came here ten years ago from Seattle. My husband is an engineer and manages a Steel Fabricating plant. Last year we built our second house in Alaska. For us, it is ideal—long (61 ft.) and low with natural cedar siding. On the interior we have used cedar paneling with plaster and have exposed beams. We have three bedrooms, two baths, combination

(continued)
and Mrs. Fred Pankratz, of Fairbanks, designed this house themselves.

Mrs. Ginny Landry sent us this picture of her home in Anchorage.

Home and patio of the Clifford Warrens, Anchorage.

Mrs. Glenn Davis in her living room in Juneau.

Home of the L. E. Flaharts in Anchorage.

A row of new homes at Turnagain-By-The-Sea.

A row of new homes at Turnagain-By-The-Sea.

Patio of the Boyd Crumes in Anchorage.

The M. L. Cooks overlook golf course.
family and dining room, an all-G.E. turquoise-colored kitchen, and living room that looks out on Anchorage's 9-hole golf course. We have a full basement, which, as we can do it ourselves, will have a combined den and bedroom and bath, game room, laundry, etc. We still lack some of the furniture and draperies needed, but that will all come in time ... We do hope you editors will show the people outside that Alaskans do not live in igloos!

MRS. MELVIN L. COOK, ANCHORAGE

... We have found so much that is interesting about life in Alaska since arriving here from Boise, Idaho, one 30-below-zero day in March, twenty years ago, that it will be difficult to confine myself to a few highlights. We arrived on tickets furnished us by Earl's father, a mining-camp cook, on the remains of $10 we had borrowed to eat breakfast at our overnight railroad stop at Curry ... Our first home was a "gun-shot" log cabin rented from a pioneer woman who insisted on coming over each month to collect the rent. She was so impressed with our skill with scrub brushes, paint and the resulting increased value of the cabin that she raised our rent after each visit. Whereupon we decided to attempt to build a home of our own ... We started it in 1939 in a subdivision across the Chena Slough from town ... Today, of course, we are just outside the shopping center with our friends scattered in homes for miles around. We have pushed out walls several times to make room for our growing family, now consisting of Mike, 19, who will be a junior at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.; Dennis, 18, who enters M.I.T. this fall; Jeff, 6'2", 14-year-old, who will be a freshman at Fairbanks High School; Jennifer, 11, entering 6th grade; and Nancy Ann, 5, who will start kindergarten. We were also fortunate, 15 years ago, in purchasing a log cabin on the banks of beautiful Harding Lake, 45 miles south of Fairbanks. It, too, has had its walls pushed out and a basement and furnace installed ... Our town home has two bathrooms, 4 bedrooms, a dining room, a 13x30' living room with 15x30' basement playroom, and a kitchen with washing facilities at my elbow. While there are now many lovely new, costly homes in Fairbanks, we are unanimous in our love for our own "lived in" one ...

MRS. EARL E. COOK, FAIRBANKS

... As a child, I can remember my mother and father poring over The American HOME for ideas for a cabin. Now, after many years of hard, hard work and relatively little expenditure of cash, they have a summer home which is our residence from May to September. Built of logs, it is simple and compact, has a rock fireplace, greenhouse, boathouse, tool and wood sheds and beautiful garden—another of Mom's projects ... Clever utilization of materials at hand makes it unique in many ways. The fireplace mantel contains ore samples from all over Alaska. No flagstone walks for us—we have utilized crosscuts of sitka spruce ... We are beachcombers and have added driftwood and other jewels of the sea and tides to the decor in the cabin. And the picture window offers an ever-changing scene of the ocean. During the summer, we catch salmon and herring right in front of the cabin and at low tide can dig clams. In the winter, we usually can get enough crab for a good feed. Otter, bear, deer and porcupines are seen, yet we are only a half hour by black-topped highway from town.

MRS. EARL E. COOK, FAIRBANKS

... Our first home was a "gun-shot" log cabin rented from a pioneer woman who insisted on coming over each month to collect the rent. She was so impressed with our skill with scrub brushes, paint and the resulting increased value of the cabin that she raised our rent after each visit. Whereupon we decided to attempt to build a home of our own ... We started it in 1939 in a subdivision across the Chena Slough from town ... Today, of course, we are just outside the shopping center with our friends scattered in homes for miles around. We have pushed out walls several times to make room for our growing family, now consisting of Mike, 19, who will be a junior at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.; Dennis, 18, who enters M.I.T. this fall; Jeff, 6'2", 14-year-old, who will be a freshman at Fairbanks High School; Jennifer, 11, entering 6th grade; and Nancy Ann, 5, who will start kindergarten. We were also fortunate, 15 years ago, in purchasing a log cabin on the banks of beautiful Harding Lake, 45 miles south of Fairbanks. It, too, has had its walls pushed out and a basement and furnace installed ... Our town home has two bathrooms, 4 bedrooms, a dining room, a 13x30' living room with 15x30' basement playroom, and a kitchen with washing facilities at my elbow. While there are now many lovely new, costly homes in Fairbanks, we are unanimous in our love for our own "lived in" one ...
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... As a child, I can remember my mother and father poring over The American HOME for ideas for a cabin. Now, after many years of hard, hard work and relatively little expenditure of cash, they have a summer home which is our residence from May to September. Built of logs, it is simple and compact, has a rock fireplace, greenhouse, boathouse, tool and wood sheds and beautiful garden—another of Mom's projects ... Clever utilization of materials at hand makes it unique in many ways. The fireplace mantel contains ore samples from all over Alaska. No flagstone walks for us—we have utilized crosscuts of sitka spruce ... We are beachcombers and have added driftwood and other jewels of the sea and tides to the decor in the cabin. And the picture window offers an ever-changing scene of the ocean. During the summer, we catch salmon and herring right in front of the cabin and at low tide can dig clams. In the winter, we usually can get enough crab for a good feed. Otter, bear, deer and porcupines are seen, yet we are only a half hour by black-topped highway from town.
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What Price Royalty?

In January . . . WAMSUTTA Supercale® and WAMSUTTA Debucale®

. . . the two royal qualities of bed linens . . . give you the opulent luxury of really fine sheets and cases at fantastically low prices. Just imagine, on Supercale . . . the very finest sheets you can buy . . . you save as much as $12.00 a dozen!

On Debucale, the high count percale, next finest sheet to Supercale . . . you'll find fantastic reductions even beyond its usually modest price. Shop your favorite linen departments during January . . . here's your great opportunity to own all you want of Wamsutta Supercale, the Queen of sheets . . . and her beautiful little sister, Wamsutta Debucale.

SUPERCALE and DEBUCALE sheets and pillowcases

WAMSUTTA MILLS, Dept. SD 513, 1430 Broadway, New York 18, Division of M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc., makers of Wamsutta Heritage Towels, Babycale crib sheets, fashion fabrics for men, women and children and decorative fabrics for the home.
NEW! Pard... the Lickin'-Good Dog Food!

all the meat is beef fortified to keep your dog in top condition

Now there's a new Pard—Pard with Beef Gravy. And if you like to see your dog enjoy his meals, you'll get a real kick out of feeding him new Pard or regular Pard. They're both so lickin'-good—in free choice feeding tests dogs romped for Pard and the new Pard with Beef Gravy.

It's the beef in Pard that does it! All the meat is beef—fresh, lean beef fortified with all the other ingredients a dog needs to stay in tip-top condition. Your dog's clear eyes, healthy coat, happy pep and bounce will prove that Pard and the new Pard with Beef Gravy are as good for your dog as they taste good to him.

And that's what Pard and the new Pard with Beef Gravy are all about.
Your editors would probably not want to return to New York if they come to Alaska during fishing season! My husband and I returned only June 1 from a 40,000-mile trip around the world. So I can now say, with even more fervor and enthusiasm than before, that there is no place else in the whole wide world that I would rather live than wonderful ALASKA! It is so very progressive—everything that happens is the newest and best...

I’m sure you will be interested in knowing that the cover picture on your January, 1956 issue of The American HOME served as an exterior pattern for a log cabin which we are just about to complete. Enclosed is a slide of ours, still under construction. As we drive into the carport, we enter the cabin by the door into the lower level. The main cabin room is 12'x14'. The complete east wall is windows, and the south exposure is windows plus a glass door. This door opens into a roofed, but otherwise open, deck (above the carport). Our view includes a panorama of three ridges of wonderfully rugged mountains, to our center left the blue-white Matanuska Glacier, and 800 feet below us, the slow-moving, winding Matanuska River. No fishing there, but our cabin is a weekend haven for two very active people in business!

MRS. JACK HARRISON, ANCHORAGE

I arrived in Anchorage, Alaska, from Washington, D.C. on Thanksgiving in 1947. I came up on a two-year contract to work with the United States Air Force, Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, and liked Alaska so well that I have continued to renew my contract. My native home state is North Carolina ... During my first two years here, I met my husband; we were married in 1950. We decided to build a home, so in 1950 we purchased a small lot on the outskirts of Anchorage, which was completely covered with spruce, birch and cottonwood trees. At the time we were living in a small two-room apartment on Elmendorf Air Force Base, so in the evenings and on weekends we would go out to our lot and start clearing the trees, rocks and brush ... During the summer of 1952 we started building the frame of our house, and finally in May 1953 we moved in ... My husband did all of the wiring, plumbing, concreting, and building of the house with very little outside assistance other than mine. He worked weekends, after hours, and on short vacation periods ... During the year 1953 we started a strawberry and raspberry patch, with quite a few clumps of rhubarb; we are still enjoying them. Occasionally, though, we have quite a time trying to keep the kids in our neighborhood out of the berry patch. Also, we had a small vegetable garden that consisted of peas, beans, carrots, radishes, turnips, rutabagas, onions, beets, squash, broccoli, cabbage, lettuce, endive, parsley, Swiss chard, cauliflower and potatoes ...

MRS. ANNE W. SCRIBNER, ANCHORAGE

In 1940 our house was built on the east edge of the then small town of Fairbanks. Simply by looking out the large picture window in the living room one could see the massive Alaska Range towering far out over the Tanana flats. The town has grown since then, and so has our family. From Dawson Jr., who was born the first year in our new home, to a happy family of seven ... Mrs. Cooper keeps the landscaping in our 75x300' yard in tip-top shape. The front is a huge lawn trimmed with several flower beds filled with numerous varieties of flora. Below the picture window is a large rack covered with multi-colored sweetpeas ...

MRS. DAWSON COOPER, FAIRBANKS

The William Scotts live in this charming home in Anchorage.
Sensational Discovery

STARKRIMSON DELICIOUS

BISBEE STRAIN. Trees Sold ONLY by Stark Bro's.

Hailed as the Apple Sensation of the Century by Horticultural Authorities and Fruit Growers! Never, they say, apples more beautifully shaped, brilliantly red, or deliciously Starkrimson Delicious trees are harder, bear years younger, bigger crops every year—THREE TIMES AS MANY APPLES as Delicious in the first 10 years. Be the first in your neighborhood to grow this "Apple of the Future!" Demand通知! Supply Limited! Rush COUPON for details in 1959 STARK BRO'S FREE CATALOG NOW! Awarded Plant Patent 1565 by U. S. Government.

PIRIBURST ZINNIA

has intense orange-red blooms, 4" to 5" across. Vigorous plant grows about 20" high.

IVORY FASHION, 1959 All-America floribunda rose, is creamy white with orange stamens; grows 30" tall.

The '59 Debutantes

If it's new flowers you're interested in, you'll have a time for yourself in '59. The spring catalogs are going to be loaded with them! Here, though, we have space only for some of the highlights.

Roses are everyone's favorites and so there are more of them than of anything else. Topping the list are two All-America award winners—Ivory Fashion, a lovely cream-white floribunda, and Starfire, a brilliant cherry-red grandiflora. Strikingly different is Kordes Perfecta,

(continued on page 76)
Reach for your phone and have a happy time

There's a lot of pleasure in that happy impulse. Take right now for instance. Isn't there someone you'd like to call? And someone who would like so much to hear from you? A friend? Brother or sister? Mother or Dad?

There's always news to share. And fun in the sharing at both ends of the line. So don't let friendships lag when it's so easy to keep in touch. Day and night, in town or out of town, you are never far away by telephone.

Bell Telephone System
COLOR MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Look what you can do! Change the mood of your decor to suit your every whim!

How? A switch of your Pepperell Sheets and presto—a delightful new room!

And Pepperell leads the way in color!

So feminine! New Bridal Rose, like all Pepperell Sheets, wears much longer!

Gay Pepperell pastels are Vat Dyed for colorfastness. Your choice of 7 colors.

So shop now at BIG JANUARY SAVINGS!

Lady Pepperell Sheets and Blankets
How "open" must our lives be?

After a few years of the "open plan" house, a wife pleads for the return of the door and privacy!

You know what I want? Doors. I want a house with a door on every room. Houses, these days, have developed the open plan to the point where, if you want to get away from it all, there's only one place to go—to bed!

Rising costs and shrinking space have brought about the "open plan"—an architectural concept that undoubtedly represents a triumph of ingenuity over circumstance, but which, in human terms, unquestionably leaves something to be desired.

In this open-plan household, everything goes on functioning just the way it used to, but in "spaces" or "areas" instead of rooms. Sometimes you see these areas separated by a bit of fishnet, so that you have a "feeling" of privacy without losing the "feeling" of space. Well, I know why architects do this. I ask them, and they tell me, and then I go away mumbling, and I think they're as concerned as I, frankly, that their effort must be spent in creating illusions instead of designing an environment in which a family can live. I'm sure they feel as I do.

A "feeling" of space may be perfectly satisfactory, until you start moving around in it. Then what you want is space. And there can be no illusion of privacy either. You have it, or you don't. It's easy to tell when you don't have it, because you start climbing the walls... or go to bed. Bed, it seems, is the last refuge of modern man—or the man in the open-plan house, rather. He can't avoid the pressure and turmoil away from home, but this fellow, when he comes home, finds that even his house is out to get him. One thing, however, is clear: if we have to take this thing, there's only one way we can take it—lying down, quietly, in bed. To dementia praecox via architecture—that's where we're going.

The open plan... ah! When the front door opens, three "rooms" are laid out before you, along with their occupants, regardless of whether they are sheveled or disheveled, or in a mood to be seen or not... and vice versa.

A living room should be separated from the rest of the house by doors—heavy, double-thick doors—and bad cess to the architect who conceives of it as Grand Central Station. It's a place of privacy and retreat, not a place to swirl around in. It's a room for adult social life, not a place to swirl around in. It's a room for adult social life and shouldn't be designed as a catchall for baseball bats and skates, the neighbor's children, muddy feet and comic books. In open-plan living, adults and children are thrown together, perforce, until one group or the other gives up and goes to bed.

A house with children in it needs two living rooms, even if one of them is in the basement. I mourn the passing of the basement. Slab-on-ground construction may save money, but THINK! Do we want the patter of little feet under us, or right with us every minute of the day, from the time they hit the floor in the morning?

After a few years of the "open plan" house, a wife pleads for the return of the door and privacy!

Consider the plight of underprivileged parents in the open-plan house. Where is their play space? Where can they entertain friends, or catch a quiet drink together... with the family population milling back and forth, making conversation impossible? Is that what happened to conversation? Is that why television draws such a crowd?

Open-plan dining has its drawbacks, too. Who among us has not sat at the festive board in one of these homes while a stranger, a stranded motorist, say, stands at our elbow, telephoning for the tow wagon? He can't be asked to wait outside—it's snowing. Furthermore, however quaint, I don't much savor the meals I eat in the kitchen. This back-to-the-farm motif somehow smacks of Marie Antoinette and her playmates at The Petit Trianon. One might as well live in a trailer. If your hostess leads you into the "living area" without clearing the table, the trailer aspect becomes magnified, with overtones of the pig sty.

Worse than this, the problem of entertaining in the open-plan house has given rise to that supreme gastronomic horror—the buffet supper. (continued on page 80)
You are looking at Aluminum Skin

One of the most charming and efficient homes you've ever seen has a skin of aluminum and is manufactured by National Homes in a giant factory. Now, don't think we're about to show you a silo with shutters or some such. This is an outstanding home proportioned, detailed and planned to give you everything you could ask for in comfortable and convenient living.

Why factory? Why aluminum skin? you ask. It's factory-built because assembly-line methods give you a carefully constructed house faster and for less money. And it has an aluminum roof and walls because the strength, lightness and corrosion resistance of aluminum give you a house that practically never needs painting or repair. That means thousands of dollars and many work hours saved. The aluminum wall panels, similar in appearance to board-and-batten siding, have a baked-on enamel finish that is available in many colors. You can also choose aluminum siding in shingles or clapboards.

The roof is built of 4-foot-by-18-foot aluminum, ridged panels that are riveted to bracing underneath that is in turn fastened to the wood roof trusses. Tests have shown that this roofing system will withstand hurricane winds and hold a dry snow load, fifty feet deep.

The walls of the house are completely finished at the factory, where each piece of lumber is machinesized and cut so it will fit exactly when the wall panels are assembled. Fire-resistant gypsum board is glued to the exterior side of the 2x4" fir wall frame with moistureproof adhesives. The board-and-batten style aluminum panels are then adhesive-fastened to the gypsum-board backing, making a complete exterior wall unit. One-inch fiber glass insulation is glued between the studs of exterior wall panels before they are covered with the gypsum board. By the time the finished wall panels reach the building site they are painted, fitted with windows and all set to be joined. On-the-job construction time is cut to just a few days, making it possible for you to move into the house within a few weeks, rather than in a few months. Quick enclosing of the house also prevents bad weather from ruining materials and running up labor bills.

The factory assembly of new materials shaped in new ways to build houses faster, better and cheaper is slowly but surely changing the facade of the American home. Manufacturers who have the talent and facilities to develop and apply new construction methods and materials are probably the most likely wellspring for the better, more abundant American home of the future.

Now that you have a glimmer of the sinews of the house, let's see what the house offers in the way of design ideas for living. There are several important factors to consider: How many rooms are there? How big are they? How are they arranged? And how is the house planned to use outside space as well as inside space? We analyze the floor plan room by room on page 71.

(continued)
HOUSE AND SITE UNITE to make outdoors an easy-to-use extension of indoor living space. Two great walls of glass in dining and breakfast areas have sliding doors that lead directly onto the terrace for easy outdoor entertaining and meal serving.

(continued)
The pleasure and excitement of the house with the aluminum skin continues on the inside where the spacious rooms are decorated in a fresh and light-hearted manner. This décor makes the most of a floor plan that is divided into an open living area and a private sleeping area. Both areas are conveniently reached by a well-placed foyer and short hallway. From the foyer, the living-dining room interior is revealed in a continuing flow of light, bright colors against a background of neutral carpeting, walls and draperies. On this clean background the decorator has drawn crisp, sharp accents in blues, red-orange and gold. Furniture in warm wood tones is effectively silhouetted against the off-white background throughout this area. Highlights of shining brass gleam here in accessories and furniture trim. Textured linen draperies traverse large sliding panels of glass which open onto the patio, further increasing the size and use of the living area.

At night, the handsome brick fireplace with its raised hearth is a dramatic focal center.

Turning sharply to the right from the living-room dining area, we enter a kitchen (two pictures on the right) that is high in style and efficiency. Arranged along two facing walls in a step-saving floor plan, the built-in features include range, oven, refrigerator-freezer, dishwasher and waste disposer. The open design of the off-the-floor cooking island allows for pass-through access to the family room which is gaily decorated and furnished with comfort and entertainment in mind. The comfortable sofa and upholstered chair are covered in durable vinyl fabric. The TV, well placed for easy viewing, the table and chairs set up for games or informal dining, the convenient built-in shelves, all contribute to the interesting design features (continued on page 7).
LIVING-DINING ROOM appears to be even more spacious through use of light colors, natural brick and warm wood tones. Beautifully designed fireplace creates a handsome center of attraction in a modern setting.

DECORATOR: HAROLD F. HOLTZ, A.I.D., FOR L. S. AYRES & CO., INDIANAPOLIS
Your Great Grandmother could have told you about the many ways flowers could be used to make cooking more interesting. For her generation grew flowers and herbs, using them frequently to add new excitement to the everyday eating routine. A stroll through your garden, or a visit to the florist shop will reveal many new possibilities for recipes that are different, delicately flavored, and inviting—delicious recipes starring flowers!

**NASTURTIUM** vinegar adds an unusually tasty flavor to the salad bowl. Or you can chop nasturtium stems and sprinkle them on sliced, ripe tomatoes, or add them to green salad for an exotic new flavor. Use the chopped stems as you would chives or parsley, to garnish creamed soups. Their tangy flavor, similar to that of water cress, adds a new flavor note to sandwiches. Or for homemade capers, so good in salads and sauces, add that extra touch with nasturtium seeds.

**MARIGOLDS,** plump and pungent, are carefully nurtured in flower pots by the English homemaker, to be later used as a kitchen herb for flavoring soups. The petals, fresh or dried variety, may be used in salads, in scrambled eggs and in a variety of sandwiches. The flavor is reminiscent of hard-to-get, imported saffron.

**THE ROSE GERANIUM** was another favorite of bygone days. A washed geranium leaf would be placed in the teapot before the tea was brewed. Then, too, this fragrant leaf was placed in the bottom of the cake pan before the batter was poured. A boon to those with a sweet tooth, the rose geranium leaf was found in the jelly or honey jar, the syrup for ice cream and the strawberry pie, adding still another flavor to all these delicate sweets.

**ROSE PETALS** add a quaint touch to many modern dishes. Rose-petal jam is a treat for the gourmet, as is rose-hip jelly, which is made from the seed pods which are called “rose hips.” Rose-petal salads are equally delicious. They also offer a delicate taste appeal used in either currant or strawberry jams and jellies.

**VIOLETS** are another flower suggesting endless possibilities in cookery. The buds provide a luscious lift to salads. The flowers are delicious when pickled in vinegar, and the leaves may be used as a potherb. Make a syrup from this flower, to use in flavoring puddings, cakes, frozen desserts or iced drinks.

**PEACH-TREE LEAVES** were valued by homemakers of yesterday. They would drop a few of these leaves into milk that was being scalded for custard. The result, a delicate peach flavor for an old stand-by dessert.

**LAZY PETUNIA PETALS** carnation heliotrope, narcissi, and tuberoses were used in sandwiches at one time. Dating way back to pre-Civil War days, these floral sandwiches were considered a fashionable, warm-weather dainty.

**CRYSTALLIZED FLOWERS** made of candy were a great favorite years ago. The artistic touch of candy rose leaf or crystallized violets added charming decoration to frosted cakes and cookies, whipped-cream-topped desserts, and sweet fruit salads.

**THE EDIBLE WILD GREENS** play a very important role in our gourmet story. If you have a garden and some knowledge of the edible wild greens, you can have all the salad greens you need from your own garden. Although some may call them “weeds,” you know the nutritional value and delicious taste of dandelion greens and shoots of young milkweed in salad. Try, also, the young leaves of marigold, mustard, dock, and of course, tangy wild mint.

---

**Please DO Eat the Nasturtiums**

For months Jean Kerr has been telling us to shy away from the daisies. But are some flowers a toothsome delicacy for the table? Of course!

Exquisite floral print by Grambs Miller to cut out and frame.

Information: George Abraham, Blanche Campbell, Laura Dean Cole
Family Projects, Unlimited

The Kelloggs tackle everything from antiques to swimming pools

CHEET KELLOGG

"Where in the world did you learn to do that?" people invariably ask us while visiting our home. "That" constitutes a whole series of projects we dreamed up because they seemed to be constructive and looked like fun to do. Over a period of years my wife, Claire, and I have paved patios and laid tile, made fences and mended our fences, painted rooms and painted murals on walls. We have made wood table tops look like marble and have made marble slabs into table tops. We’ve not only designed lighting fixtures, but we’ve installed them too! Claire makes all of the curtains and draperies. My specialties include marbleizing, mural painting, framing the pictures Claire paints and crawling around on ladders. We collaborate on wallpaper removal, painting of rooms (Claire does the woodwork while I do the walls), and other projects that require more than two hands. (continued)
CHUNG FIXTURE (above) was made by Chet from old Austrian helmet. Chet painted inside white, added socket and brass rod to create unique lamp.

POWDER-ROOM SHUTTERS (above) were tailored to fit by Chet. He created the sunburst designs and did the smooth paint job in this room.

CEILING FIXTURE (above) was made by Chet from old Austrian helmet. Chet painted inside white, added socket and brass rod to create unique lamp.

CAFÉ CURTAINS (above) on stair landing made by Claire from dish towels. Spectacles were an antique sign for oculist’s shop. Chet framed antique keys. Horse heads from old hitching posts.

POWDER-ROOM SHUTTERS (above) were tailored to fit by Chet. He created the sunburst designs and did the smooth paint job in this room.

CHARMING BEDROOM (below) serves the Kelloggs as study, studio, living room. All paintings in room were done by Claire, framed by Chet. Victorian love seat purchased for $25 was reupholstered and refinished by Claire and Chet. Marble-top coffee table was created from antique chest and new legs.

CAFÉ CURTAINS (above) on stair landing made by Claire from dish towels. Spectacles were an antique sign for oculist’s shop. Chet framed antique keys. Horse heads from old hitching posts.

CHUNG FIXTURE (above) was made by Chet from old Austrian helmet. Chet painted inside white, added socket and brass rod to create unique lamp.

POWDER-ROOM SHUTTERS (above) were tailored to fit by Chet. He created the sunburst designs and did the smooth paint job in this room.

CEILING FIXTURE (above) was made by Chet from old Austrian helmet. Chet painted inside white, added socket and brass rod to create unique lamp.

CHARMING BEDROOM (below) serves the Kelloggs as study, studio, living room. All paintings in room were done by Claire, framed by Chet. Victorian love seat purchased for $25 was reupholstered and refinished by Claire and Chet. Marble-top coffee table was created from antique chest and new legs.
UNIQUE RECREATION ROOM (right) was created in a barren basement by Claire and Chet. They did all work from laying asphalt tile to building wood partitions. Cement-block walls are painted flame red, window (below) shuttered and curtained by Kelloggs.

And then there are always the wonderful projects that begin with antiques. Probably the most pleasurable sport that Claire and I enjoy together is antique hunting. I call it a sport because we consider it a game that can be played any season of the year in any part of the country. Like most sports, the more you practice, the better you get.

It all began when we were first married and discovered the new furniture of good quality was beyond our means. We combed the local antique shops and salvage stores, raided our relatives' attics and friends' basements, applied some effort to refinishing and ended up with five rooms completely and beautifully furnished for about one thousand dollars!

Now, about the refinishing. That's a project we learned by doing. I do the carpentry and upholstering. Claire does what I consider the hardest part—refinishing the wood pieces.

We find antiques not only fun to hunt, but practical to live with. They never look "dated" or out of style and they really lend a special distinction to any room. Our whole family joins in the antique hunts and even the children are developing a rather practiced eye. Fifteen-year-old Paul has a fine collection of military mementos and my 21-year-old daughter, Stewart, is very inventive in converting old objects to new uses. Our weekend trips into the country include stops at wayside antique shops, or have as their goal the irresistible country auction. We plan summer vacations with antique shopping in mind and find "souvenir" antiques of lasting value to remind us for many years of enjoyable trips through the U.S.

We have a coffee table in our living room made from the hand-carved wooden capital of a column from an old New Orleans house. The house was being demolished at the time we were there, and we bought the column from the wrecker for four dollars. Part of the shaft is used for a pedestal in our dining room. Two fine old generals of carved wood grace our living room. These were from a Boer War Memorial that once stood in Manchester, England. We bought the generals from a Winnetka dealer at a time he was having a clearance sale.

Other antiques we picked up both at home and while vacationing needed just a little refinishing or a novel idea to create another handsome and practical conversation piece. I designed a card table with an aluminum base made by a Milwaukee metalworker. The table top, of Tennessee gray marble, which I bought from a marble dealer, is 36x36 inches. It is exactly half the size of the dining table which it matches, and can be used to extend the length of the dining table for our larger dinner parties.

One acquisition that has a kind of funny history is the antique barber pole. We were visiting a small Wisconsin town and we saw this wonderful-looking old barber pole out in front of a barber shop. I was immediately interested in it and the barber told me he'd make the price a good one if I would take it down from the side of the building myself. To make a long story short, I did and he did, and the price was a nice low $2.50!

Claire has a way with fabrics. On our screened porch she put up white duck shower curtains, six feet long, and she hung them cafe-style on rods. (continued)
**EAST WALL OF LIVING ROOM** (above) has butternut woodwork, hand-woven Costa Rica carpeting. Bristol blue glass antiques, such as the lamps that were wired by Chet, provide color accents. Pillows and chair seats are done in same clear blue. Candelabra on mantel are 19th-century French, tables are copies of Pompeian originals.

**SOUTH WALL OF LIVING ROOM** (below) has two carved-wood generals from a Boer War memorial dramatically set in window recess. Below them is a day bed of walnut, circa 1840 and purchased for $12. At left of day bed is Victorian commode and in the foreground, a coffee table made from hand-carved column of old New Orleans home.
PAUL'S ROOM (below) has bright-red carpeting, white walls. The "pantograph" lamp over bed cost $4.00, was made from a dentist's gas jet! Chet added globe. Mahogany bed is a French antique. Claire made the curtains.

TERRACE AT BACK OF HOUSE (above) was paved in a single weekend by Claire and Chet. Chairs have mocha and white finish, table in foreground is antique cast-iron garden urn with circular marble top. Chet built the family swimming pool here.

with regular shower-curtain rings. They're easy to wash and store during the winter and they're perfect to shut out the sun. Claire also made some wonderful café curtains for the window on the landing between our first and second floors. She made them out of dish towels, of all things, and they look just great! Claire's real forte is painting, and her wonderful paintings line the walls of our home.

The children have their specialties too. My daughter is studying medical technology and so she's the expert on old apothecary jars, old scales and other antiques that indicate medicine practice years ago. Paul is interested in almost anything military. He's got a fine old coin collection going and he's on the lookout for antique swords. Claire made curtains for his room from "Garde Républicaine" military-print cotton.

Our let's-give-it-a-try approach to projects—almost any at all and the sky's the limit in regard to projects—is getting to be a habit in our family. Just today, for example, we were all sitting around the breakfast table when Paul said, "I know where I can buy a 1932 roadster for thirty-five dollars. Why don't we buy it, put a new motor in it, and then we'd have a second car?"

Claire and I looked at each other and were just about to answer that one when Stewart spoke up. "I've been thinking it would be fun to make a telescope," she said. "We could build a small observatory on the roof of the back porch and it wouldn't take us too long, or be very expensive for that matter!"

Now both of these may sound like pretty wacky ideas, but neither one is discarded yet, and my guess is that we will end up saying about both, "Well, let's give it a try!"

THE END
Man’s best investment—

HIS WIFE

LESTER DAVID
Not long ago a stubborn virus put my wife out of domestic action for a couple of weeks. Ordinarily, Grandma stays in the bull pen for emergencies of this nature and charges over to pinch-hit when the distress call goes out. This time, however, she, too, was under the weather—and since business duties eliminated me from substituting, only one course remained: hire professional help to keep the household running.

I did, and herewith announce that there is no surer way of developing a brand-new kind of appreciation of a wife. Her absence from the scene and the impersonal way the work was done counted heavily, of course. But a new factor came to my attention with jolting force. It was this: when I totaled up what I had to shell out in cold cash to obtain the services which my wife had been performing gratis, I grew pale—and a lot more understanding!

The incident sparked a thought. Do men actually have any idea of the full value of their wives, not emotionally or spiritually, but in terms that smile hard at their wallets? Are they as aware as they should be that a wife is, quite literally, the best investment they could ever hope to make in a lifetime?

Even more important, does a woman know this? Certainly, a wife rarely, if at all, thinks of herself in these practical terms, but I wonder if she ought not take a long, stern and thoroughly objective look at herself from this point of view.

Far too many wives harbor an inner conviction that the task of running a home and raising a family is less important than other work. The phrase “I’m just a housewife,” spoken with a self-deprecatory gesture, comes often to a woman’s lips. It’s a significant revelation of the low esteem in which the function is regarded.

His attitude is quite understandable for a number of sound reasons. First, there’s little if any praise from any source. A man expects and generally receives a pat on the back from boss or colleagues when he does a job well at shop or office. There’s always a “Good shot, Charlie!” from the partner on the golf course. This sort of thing is customary among males and it helps keep up a man’s self-esteem. But breathes there a housewife anywhere whose husband has ever told her at day’s end: “Darling, congratulations on the efficient job you did today. The house was cleaned well, the children sent off to school on time, dinner was prompt and good, the laundry done and the sewing finished”?

Secondly, the hours are long. Studies at universities and research centers show that the average mother of growing children works from 80 to 100 hours a week, including child supervision. In the third place, the job is often a lonely one, with little or no adult companionship to brighten an endless day. Thus, because of the thanklessness, the drudgery and the loneliness, it is small wonder that many women develop feelings of inferiority.

Of course, much of this is offset by the pride and joy a mother takes in working for her family. Unquestionably, this is true. But if women realized how much their services were really worth to the home, what actual and practical value they do possess, these feelings of inferiority would disappear entirely.

To this end, I conducted some intensive research and made a few startling discoveries which will not only delight the wives but open a few masculine eyes as well.

First, I studied surveys by home economists and family service agencies which showed that the average housewife regularly performs some 21 jobs in the course of operating a home. (Some actually do as many as 30!) And she must be more than passably proficient in each. For example, can she afford to be a bad driver and still car-pool the kids to Brownie meetings? Can she be an inept purchasing agent and avoid financial disaster? Can she be an inefficient dictator or nurse and maintain her family’s health?

Next, I asked the heads of employment agencies, labor unions and government officials for the average annual and hourly pay rates for each of these jobs.

Third, I consulted time studies made at several universities and arrived at the average number of hours spent at each task.

Fourth step was simple arithmetic—multiplying the hours spent at the job by the current hourly rate of pay. The result reveals the cash value of the average housewife’s services in the home.

What is this value? Hold your breath: The grand total is $193.95 a week or $10,000 a year, the salary of a rising young executive!

Feel better, ladies? You should. Of course, asking the man of the house for some or all of this may get you nowhere, nor is this the point of my study. It’s enough to realize that you’re a good deal more valuable, in the terms society thinks are important, than you’ve imagined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE JOB YOU DO</th>
<th>Average Annual Salary</th>
<th>Average Hours a Week</th>
<th>Average Hourly Pay Rate</th>
<th>Your Value</th>
<th>Total Weekly Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td>83/4</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishwasher</td>
<td>2,080</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietician</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>3,290</td>
<td>23/4</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waitress</td>
<td>3,120</td>
<td>43/4</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER PARTS OF HOUSE

| Private nurse  | 3,700                 | 2                   | 1.80                   | 3.60       |                   |
| Baby sitter*   | 3,120                 | 30                  | 0.60                   | 12.00      |                   |
| Governess      | 2,080                 | 33/4                | 1.00                   | 3.50       |                   |
| Chamblermaid   | 8,000                 | 3                   | 4.00                   | 12.00      |                   |
| Purchasing agent | 9,000               | 1                   | 4.30                   | 4.30       |                   |
| Veterinarian   | 3,000                 | 93/4                | 1.00                   | 9.50       |                   |
| Home economist | 4,500                 | 4                   | 2.15                   | 8.60       |                   |
| Dressmaker     | 3,250                 | 4                   | 1.60                   | 6.40       |                   |
| Handyman       | 3,700                 | 3                   | 1.80                   | 5.40       |                   |
| Hostess        | 3,500                 | 23/4                | 1.70                   | 4.25       |                   |
| Gent’l Housekeeper | 3,120            | 73/4                | 1.50                   | 11.25      |                   |
| Secretary      | 3,700                 | 33/4                | 1.80                   | 6.30       |                   |

OUTSIDE THE HOME

| Gardener       | 3,300                 | 43/4                | 1.60                   | 7.20       |                   |
| Chauffeur      | 3,300                 | 4                   | 1.60                   | 7.20       |                   |
| Recreation worker | 3,400               | 5                   | 1.60                   | 8.00       |                   |

*Part-time job only.

TOTAL WEEKLY VALUE $193.95

NOTE: If the hours worked add up to an astronomical figure, it’s because in several cases, two jobs are done at once, for example: sewing and baby-sitting, housework and governess work. Pay scales differ widely in all sections of the U.S. All figures, including hours worked, are national averages.
REDWOOD AND CYypress are rot resistant, and heavy planks of either wood can be used for many kinds of steps and walks. At right, they're used for a winding ascent up a steep grade.

FOR LESS RUSTIC EFFECT, finished lumber may be used, with the risers of the same wood as the treads. A neat boxlike effect is thus achieved.

OLD RAILROAD TIES, or heavy timbers from building demolition, make wonderful steps—if you're lucky enough to have access to them. But don't set plant roots close to creosoted wood.

IRREGULAR FLAGSTONES, separated by low groundcovers and bordered with brick, make a uniquely interesting walk. Thyme or creeping speedwell could be used in sun, sandwort or thrift in shade.

REDWOOD ROUNDS, or cross-sections of other durable woods, can be used to beautiful advantage for both steps and steppingstone paths. This remarkable use of them is in the garden of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brinstad on the Monterey Peninsula, California.
Paths and steps are as important outside the house as floors and stairways are inside. (Since you must look where you're going, you can't help seeing them!) So, if the exterior of your home means as much to you as the interior, paving materials rate the same consideration as floor coverings.

Inside, though, your problem is mostly a matter of choosing the right material from an almost infinite variety. Outside, it's more a matter of putting the right material, chosen from a less extensive variety, to the best possible use.

The photographs and sketches on these pages will help you solve this problem. There are enough ideas here, we think, to suggest effective uses of several materials available in your own locality and well suited to your own place. (continued)

**FIRST IMPRESSIONS** are bound to be good if you build a front walk and doorway terrace as skillfully as these—of versatile brick—at the California home of the Robert J. Millers.

**FLOWERING AND FOLIAGE PLANTS**—amaryllis and other subtropicals on one side and a boxwood hedge on the other—add a lot to the attractiveness of the brick path above. It leads from back door to service area at the D. L. Anderson home in Southern Texas.

**WEATHERED NATIVE STONE**, large and squarish, is the perfect material for steps that are to be part of a naturalistic planting or rock garden. These are in the garden of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Maryatt, Seattle, designed by Roy Williams.

**STEPPINGSTONES** of slate or other material are easy to use. At the home of Mrs. Joseph R. Ramee, they not only provide a path alongside the house to the canopied terrace at the rear, but also guide the visitor past the floral plantings at the left.
The two things to notice in all these pictures—and to keep in mind when you build your own paths or steps—are: (1) appropriateness of design and material to location; (2) skillful use of plants to tie path or steps to landscape.

The budget probably will compel you to choose a material that's readily available and reasonably priced in your locality. So, if there are half a dozen to select from, it's simply a matter of choosing between the ones that will provide a degree of formality or informality—square-cut stone as against irregular broken stone, facing brick set in concrete as against common brick set in sand, smooth-finished lumber as against rough-hewn timbers, and so on.

Paths and steps should "go with" their surroundings. If near the house, the architecture determines whether they should tend toward the formal or informal. If distant from the house, the layout of the grounds is the determining factor.

Most of the ideas represented in the pictures can be carried out by do-it-yourselfers. But if any are "just what you want," though apparently a little beyond your own facilities or skill, there's sure to be a contractor in your area who'd be glad to help. And your local nurseryman is sure to have a variety of suitable plants.

**CIRCLES OF GRAVEL OR CONCRETE,** of different sizes and irregularly placed, are extraordinarily attractive against a thick, well-cared-for turf.

**BRICKS** are as versatile for steps as for paths. If used as here, their straight-line effect is softened by the growth of junipers, cotoneasters or other low-spreading shrubs.

**COLORED SLATE,** set in concrete, is both practical and attractive, whether used in curves or in straight lines—about midway between the strictly formal and informal. This walk is at the Long Island home of Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Weiss, landscaped by Dalsimer, Inc.
CUSTOM-DESIGN CONCRETE STEPS or paving stones are easy to make and can provide greater distinctiveness than standard materials. Leaf-shape steps like these, at the California home of Mrs. Paul S. Nelson, can be made with plywood or sheet-aluminum forms as shown at left. Pebbled centers are made by brushing partly set sand-and-gravel concrete or by pressing pebbles into sand-mix cement.
Good Food and Good Times
When Good Friends Get Together
on Saturday Night!

Getting together with friends on a Saturday night is a wonderful old American institution! How it got started no one seems to know, although there are a variety of reasons as to why Saturday is so special. For the working wife, Saturday means leisurely preparation without the last-minute hustle and bustle, while for others, a “big” Saturday night can be followed by a delightful Sunday sleep. And anyway, who wants to spend Saturday night alone?

When it’s your turn to entertain, you’ll find this job can be made a lot simpler if your menu is made up of dishes that can be prepared in advance. Saturday-night supper can be ready long before you have flashed on the outdoor light to greet your guests as their cars turn into the driveway.

There are always favorite foods for these friendly get-togethers. On a cool wintry night, casserole dishes are always well received. From these, guests can help themselves and either gather around in groups as they please for buffet-style dining, or settle down at a big table. Or you can try a green peas-and-sliced-waterchestnut combination bound together with a creamy mushroom sauce, rich and savory. A full-bodied exotic dish like this can be served with a cold roast or fowl, and dessert. Other universal favorites always enjoyed by everyone include TONGUE NOODLE SUPREME; WHOLE STUFFED CABBAGES; LAMB WITH BEANS, SPANISH STYLE. Recipes for these can be found on pages 55 and 56 in this issue.

As the winter Saturday nights move on to springtime, the dining area moves out of doors. This is the time to enlist the aid of your portable electric servants, the invaluable electric fry pan, helpful hot plates, warmers and chafing dishes. Our INDIAN CHICKEN CURRY recipe served with a tossed salad and a MERINGUE BERRY TORTE is a sure formula for a successful supper party. On a hot night, there are few menus as delightful as refreshingly cool potato salad, crisp cole slaw, vine-ripened sliced tomatoes, perhaps a warm pot of Boston baked beans and frankfurters.

Do you plan a delicious supper with a treat from the charcoal grill? Then consider a succulent, barbecued chicken or a thick, juicy steak, served with fresh-from-the-field corn roasted in the husk. But first, offer your guests a cheese fondue just waiting for “dunking” in a bubbling chafing dish. A wonderful treat while they await the major feast.
Surprise your youngsters by serving one of these fancy shapes of ice cream at their next party. You'll be surprised at how easy they are to make and the shouts of delight will more than pay you for your effort.

It takes only a few minutes to prepare any one of these molds but we suggest that you make them the day before the party so they can be put into the freezer again to become very hard. The kiddies will want to look before they start to eat.

**BASEBALLS** for a little leaguer's party are rounded scoops of vanilla ice cream with melted bittersweet chocolate marking the stitching lines. The fielder’s glove holding the dish is a take-home present that’ll remind the kids of your clever work.

**BUILDING BLOCKS** to please the younger set are easily made by cutting a brick of ice cream into cubes about two inches square. Decorate them with animal crackers, toy cookies and candy letters. For smaller blocks, frosting or chocolate letters and numbers can be made on waxed paper, hardened and then put on the ice cream.

**A HOUSE**, big enough for six, is built from two bricks of ice cream. Cut one diagonally in half; stack one half on top of whole brick. Lines drawn with fork mark shingles; cookies strategically placed make windows, doors and chimney. The lawn is green coconut. (To color coconut see tip, page 55.)

**INDIAN TEPEES** are constructed by molding softened ice cream in cone-shaped paper cups purchased from a druggist. Pieces of graham cracker make the doors, toothpicks become poles, and green coconut is grass. THE END
Mock Hollandaise. A gourmet's delight — smooth, creamy, delicious! Blend 1 can Campbell's Cream of Chicken Soup with ½ cup mayonnaise and 1 tbsp. lemon juice. Heat, but do not boil. Serve over cooked broccoli, carrots, asparagus. Makes 1½ cups — enough for 4 to 6 servings.

Sauce Poulette. Cook 2 tbsp. minced onion in 2 tbsp. butter until tender. Blend in 1 can Campbell's Cream of Chicken Soup, ½ cup milk, 2 tbsp. chopped parsley, 1 to 2 tsp. lemon juice, and 1 tbsp. sherry (optional). Heat slowly. Pour over 4 to 6 servings asparagus, peas, lima beans.

Cheese Sauce. Combine 1 can Campbell's Cream of Celery Soup with ¼ cup milk, ½ cup shredded cheese (or a 3-oz. package softened chive cream cheese). Heat, stirring often. Ever so good over carrots, cauliflower, onions, potatoes, broccoli. Makes 1⅛ cups — for 4 to 6 servings.

Gourmet ways to sauce a vegetable!

Sauce Amandine. A souper-elegant way to sauce your favorite vegetable! Cook ¾ cup chopped blanched almonds (or salted cashews) in 2 tbsp. butter until lightly browned. Blend in 1 can Campbell's Cream of Mushroom Soup, ½ cup water, and 1 tbsp. minced onion. Heat slowly. Pour over cooked green beans or asparagus. Makes about 1¾ cups sauce — enough for 4 to 6 servings of vegetables.

Good cooks cook with Campbells Soups.
From friends and descendants of Waldenses these recipes for

Good Victuals

Jean Austin

Copyright © 1968 Jean Austin

Some of which have never been printed but passed from mother to daughter for many generations

“We... and to record for future generations the favorite Waldensian family recipes.” So reads the dedication in the little cookbook*. My interest piqued, I just had to find out “who” are the Waldenses; and discovered they are a Protestant denomination of medieval origin; that Oliver Cromwell protested their religious persecutions; that Pope Alexander III blessed their lives but forbade their preaching; that Milton wrote a famous poem on the Waldenses; and that a group of them emigrated to and settled in Valdese, North Carolina—from whence came the little cookbook and the recipes herewith.

Now, knowing that their permanent communities were in the Cottian Alps, near Turin, it is understandable why so many of the recipes reflect North Italian cookery, and some, the French, for they originated in Lyons. Curiously, the recipes

* "WALDENSIAN COOKERY" Box 53, Valdese, North Carolina
NELLE HERN'S POTATO SALAD
(above), hearty and delicious, flavored with beets and eggs.

PUMPKIN CHIFFON PIE (right)
with uniquely different taste—and a delightful fragrance.

JUNE ANGEL'S PRUNE CAKE (below),
with a delicious buttermilk frosting.

BARBECUED FISH, GABROU STYLE
(below right), first marinated, then barbecued over charcoal.

reflect little, if any, native Carolinian influence, although all contributors, while direct descendants of Italian-born Waldenses, are themselves North or South Carolina-born.

Their recipes are as intriguing as their history. There is a pumpkin chiffon pie, light as a feather but different from any I ever ate—and testing it here on the staff, not one person was able to trace the slightly different taste and the faint, delightful fragrance to its unusual extra ingredients. Besides the usual pumpkin and spices, there are mashed bananas, brown sugar and orange rind added! There is a marinade for fish to loll in before they're barbecued over a low charcoal fire—a mixture of oil and vinegar and herbs, of soy sauce and of sherry. . . . And then a dark, moist cake of rich plump prunes chopped up with nuts and spices and, while still hot, a luscious, sticky buttermilk frosting poured over. . . . A chicken salad with pineapple and orange slices, toasted almonds and orange juice to make a good chicken salad even better than good.

(continued)
The Waldenses serve them in cream puffs but I found the salad quite superb without this gilding, and suggest you eat great hot popovers or teeny little hot baking-powder biscuits with your salad. ... A stanch potato salad with beets and eggs that must have fortified their forebears in the Alps, feeds well the lean and hungry buffet-eers here. ... Many the good things I did read in this little book of family recipes, including a wine fruitcake so much like mine (which came from Williamsburg, Va.) it did not bear repeating. And so, instead, to make a round full number, a recipe for plums—spiced, put up in wine, when plums are ripe for storing—to stash away for the meal of game or rich, sweet pork which needs a bit of tart spiced plum to aid and to abet digestion.

Here, then, as unusual and as delicious a bate of Good Victuals as will ever come your way.

**You Should Know...**

**MAKE IT A POINT TO LOOK FOR** several new products that are appearing on your grocery shelves.

**TAKE A TASTE TRIP** to Hawaii with the new minted pineapple chunks, ready to serve in their own minty syrup for appetizers or desserts and they are a natural with cottage cheese for salads.

**THOSE OF YOU WHO LIKE CHILI CON CARNE** will go for the new chili soup with beans. It's a hearty meal-in-a-bowl combining red beans and beef in a rich broth of tomatoes and spices. **ANOTHER NEW MINUTE MEAL**, ready in just the minute or two it takes to heat, is beans and franks. It comes in the individual size and the larger 15 1/4 oz. cans. Beans and franks, placed in a wide-mouthed thermos is ideal for your child's school day luncheon, or for Dad, if he totes his own lunch. And for **THOSE WHO LIKE TOMATO JUICE**, try the new concentrated variety, it needs no refrigeration. **TASTY NEW CHOCOLATE FLAVORED CORN CEREAL** has been added to the cereal family. Children are delighted, and grownups, too. Adults find them just great, we've discovered, for nibbling! **ANGEL FOOD MIX** in a new strawberry version comes straight from the strawberry patch to add variety to the food-mix market.
Favorite Recipes at Your Fingertips...

THE AMERICAN HOME MENU MAKER

Just think of it! Room for over 1,000 of the famous 3x5" illustrated recipes you clip each month from the pages of The American HOME Magazine! Plus your own favorites neatly written on standard 3x5" cards.

The Menu Maker is like rolling all the cookbooks you’ve ever read into one convenient 6x11" all-steel box. But with these advantages: you can take out a single recipe and work on it without losing your place or having to thumb through page after page of cross references... you can rearrange and reclassify the contents... you can add to your file to your heart’s content.

The Menu Maker comes in red and white or black and white, with 35 stiff pre-printed index cards for orderly filing. You can also order practical cellophane envelopes which cover the recipe cards at just $1 a hundred!

Enclosed find $........... for which you will send me the items checked below:

☐ New Steel Menu Maker $2.50
☐ 100 Cellophane Envelopes $1.00
☐ New Steel Menu Maker and 100 Cellophane Envelopes $4.00

Please indicate color combinations:
☐ Red & White
☐ Black & White

COMBINATION OFFER

Orders to Canada and foreign countries...

NAME

(Please print all information)

STREET

CITY, ZONE & STATE

The American HOME Magazine
American HOME Building, Dept. MM
Forest Hills 75, N. Y.

Residents of New York City add 3% City Sales Tax.

Enclosed find $........... for which you will send me the items checked below:

☐ New Steel Menu Maker $2.50
☐ 100 Cellophane Envelopes $1.00
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Take a package of
FROZEN FRENCH FRIES

JUNE M. TOWNE

MEAT LOAF WITH OVEN-BROWNED POTATOES (above) prepared with French fries. Brown the potatoes in the drippings of a tasty meat loaf (see recipe p. 54) or a rich roast. That's the oven method, easier than top-of-range preparation, for creating a piping-hot potato treat!

TRY FRENCH FRIES WITH CHICKEN À LA KING (right). French fries lend a new interest to this popular dish when substituted for the usual toast points or patty shells. Although we give you a chicken recipe, you can save time by using both products frozen.
An exciting new way of using frozen French-fried potatoes removes them from the "meat-and-French-fries" culinary rut. For example, use them as a short cut in recipes calling for raw potatoes. Additional economical and practical uses appear on these pages and on the recipe cards to be found on pages 51-54.

HOT DUTCH POTATO SALAD (above right), or any potato salad for that matter, can be more easily made with expertly peeled and cut, frozen French fries. Drop them in boiling water, cover and let stand for five minutes.

POTATO-AND-LEEK SOUP (right), or vichyssoise need not be a time-consuming, complicated process.

You can make these delicious soups in mere minutes when you start with frozen French fries.

O'BRIEN POTATOES WITH SCRAMBLED EGGS (right), or country fried, are two more recipes utilizing frozen French fries. Versatile, tasty and easy to prepare, these frozen potatoes dispense with the need for washing and peeling, as well as cutting down on cooking time. Well-stocked freezers are apt to house several packages of the potatoes that save time and preparation and (in the case of unexpected mealtime guests) may very well "save the day"!

THE EASY PART OF POTATOES AU GRATIN recipe (right) you can do—while frozen French fries do the hard part.

Or, you can also turn this dish into a casserole meal by adding hamburger steak, or slivers of ham, thereby producing a luscious blending of unforgettable, delicious flavors designed to please the palate and delight the diner! There is, apparently, no end to the number of ways you can use French fries. We're sure you'll want to try other tempting dishes . . . now we've got you started!

Table accessories on all food pages by

GERTRUDE BRASSARD

Shopping Information, page 70

SEE RECIPES ON PAGES 51-54
KITCHEN SHORT CUTS

There are two kinds of cooks, those who have fun cooking and those who cook as a matter of routine. If you watch the woman who gets real pleasure from cooking, you'll find she's inventive, experimental, and knows a lot of good-sense short cuts that are timesavers and work-savers. Why not join the group that likes to cook by trying these tips for greater cooking enjoyment?

You don't have to end up with hard-to-wash dishes when you finish flouring chicken or sugaring doughnuts. Instead, shake the food and coating together in a paper bag, then discard the bag.

A weekly fish dish can be a gourmet experience if you try a new slant each week. For example, roll up those fillets, then stuff them with bread crumbs and crab meat. Or bake the fillets first, then top them with a luscious cheese sauce sprinkled liberally with almonds.

Have you served honey recently? When you do, first put a bit of butter on the honey spoon. Honey will then easily slip off the spoon in a neat portion, rather than drip all about.

Children just love cookies. The joke about the child caught raiding the cooky jar is a classic example. Here's our cooky-making short cut. Instead of baking several sheets of drop cookies, eliminate time-consuming aspects by pouring drop-cooky batter into a greased, rectangular pan and baking as a bar cooky. When completed, top with frosting, then cut quickly and easily while still warm.

For unusual cake decoration, frost the top of the cake with a smooth confectioner's-sugar frosting. "Paint" flowers or greeting on frosting, using condensed milk tinted with food coloring as "paint.

Remember that color adds a cheerful touch to mealtime. A little chopped parsley topping boiled potatoes or vegetables makes the food more appealing. Bits of chopped pimento or sliced olives will add a cheerful accent to creamed dishes or casseroles.

Information: Miriam B. Randles, Helen Houston Boileau

What festive sweets prunes can be when you begin with this quality!

These goodies will taste as nice as they look with Del Monte Brand Prunes! Plump, tender and rich in natural fruit sugars, they're perfect for recipe uses or eating out of hand. Del Monte "Natural Flavor" processing gives you prunes that cook quickly, keep their true fruit flavor, too. So for the quality you want in prunes, try Del Monte!

PRUNE SWEETMEATS

32 to 36 Del Monte Dried Prunes
1 package (3 oz.) cream cheese
2% to 2½ cups sifted confectioners' sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt

Cover Del Monte Prunes with boiling water and boil gently 5 minutes. Drain and pit while still warm. Beat cheese with a fork until softened; gradually beat in sugar, salt. Divide into 3 parts. To first part, add 2 drops lemon or orange extract, 1 drop yellow food coloring. To second, 2 drops peppermint extract, 1 drop green food coloring. To third, 2 drops almond extract, 1 drop red food coloring. Fill prunes; garnish with pieces of preserved ginger, bits of green gumdrops, crunchy walnuts and coconut, as shown.

Del Monte PRUNES

Also Del Monte Raisins, Dried Apricots and Dried Peaches
AMERICAN HOME RECIPES

Take a Package of Frozen French Fries

(pictured in color on page 49)

On winter evenings . . . warm the cockles of your family's heart with piping-hot Soup-Kettle Supper! It's so wonderfully tasty, and such a delicious way to use up leftovers!

Recipe for a friendly meal with real vigor!

Easy! Easy! Fry 8 strips of bacon until crisp in that big family soup kettle . . . leave 2 tablespoons of the drippings; then crumble bacon . . . add 1 cup diced cooked ham or beef, or any leftover meat . . . sauté until lightly browned. Then—add 1 pkg. of frozen or 1 1/2 cups cooked mixed vegetables, 3 1/2 cups of canned tomatoes . . . 3 cups water or broth, some salt and pepper, a bit of finely chopped parsley . . . and then—most important of all, because this is what makes your Soup-Kettle Supper so great . . . 1 1/2 cups of nourishing Minute Rice!

Bring to a boil; then let your Soup-Kettle Supper simmer until the vegetables are just tender and there!—within minutes—delicious Soup-Kettle Supper is ready for your family . . . warming, robust, stick-to-the-ribs! Serve Minute Rice's Soup-Kettle Supper soon! Makes 1 quart.

Tested Recipe from General Foods Kitchen
AMERICAN HOME RECIPES

Take a Package of Frozen French Fries
(pictured in color on page 49)

I guarantee a perfect* frosting every time!

"You can make perfect home-cooked frosting just by adding boiling water to our frosting mixes. Then do yourself proud with an easy decorating trick like this!"

Betty Crocker

PEANUT CREAM FROSTING MIX

Idea: Magic Web Frosting! Frost your cake with smooth Betty Crocker Peanut Creme Frosting Mix, made with real peanut butter! Melt 1 sq. (1 oz.) unsweetened chocolate, pour into frosting. Mark circles on top of cake. Draw knife from center of cake for web.

FLUFFY WHITE FROSTING MIX

Idea: Rainbow Frosting! Just add boiling water to Betty Crocker Fluffy White Frosting Mix—it beats up into glistening, stiff, snowy peaks. For fun, divide the frosting into 3 parts; tint each with a different food coloring. Frost cake in alternate colors. Add coconut.

CHOCOLATE FUDGE FROSTING MIX

Idea: Calico Fudge Frosting! Betty Crocker Chocolate Fudge Frosting Mix costs less than starting from scratch—makes lickin' good cooked fudge frosting with no cooking. Idea: Mark top of cake in squares with lines of fork; decorate squares with candies.

THE AMERICAN HOME, JANUARY, 1959
FOR "ROPE EDGE" PIE SHELL, make a heavy edge around pie-plate rim. Mark crust with toothpick and then pinch pastry between forefinger and thumb at each marking.

---

EXTRA COMFORT
Plus Smoke-Free Operation
Heatilator Div., Vega Industries, Inc.
100 East Brighton Avenue
Syracuse 2, New York

Please send me FREE illustrated booklet on the scientifically designed Heatilator Fireplace.

Name
Address
City Zone State

---

AMERICA'S LEADING
HEATILATOR
BUILD A COMFORTABLE FIREPLACE

---
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HOW ABOUT YOU?

Do you know that many cancers can be cured if detected early? That an annual health checkup is your best protection against cancer?

Are you giving yourself this big advantage? Or are you taking chances with your life because of foolish attitudes about cancer like these?

DON'T EVEN MENTION THAT WORD!

Fear keeps some people from even learning cancer facts that can save their lives.

NEVER FELT BETTER!

Checkups help to detect cancer in its "silent" stage before you notice any symptom.

COSTS TOO MUCH!

Dollars you spend for the protection of your health can mean years of life.

Millions of Americans have made an annual checkup a habit...for life. How about you?

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
TO COLOR COCONUT for cake or cookie decoration, put a few drops of liquid vegetable coloring, two tablespoons of water and coconut in covered container. Shake vigorously, remove and dry on paper toweling. Add 1 teaspoon of extract for added flavor.
ROLL A PERFECT CIRCLE OF PIE CRUST

by easily reshaping it as you go. Patch cracks quickly and roll dough lightly, rolling the same number of strokes in each direction.

TUNA-EGG: Toss together lightly 4 chopped hard-cooked eggs, ½ tsk. prepared mustard, 2 tsp. lemon juice, 1 cup tuna fish, 1 tsp. grated onion, ½ tsp. salt, ¼ tsp. celery salt, and ¼ cup salad dressing. Spread between slices of buttered whole-wheat bread.

Note: These sandwiches may be prepared ahead of time and frozen.

_Yield: 6 sandwiches per recipe  About 400 cal. per sandwich  Source of Vitamins A, B, C_
**AMERICAN HOME RECIPES**

**SCRAMBLED EGGS**

You cook the egg and milk combination over a very low heat. As mixture starts setting, lift up portions with spoon and turn over to cook slowly.

Get the Good Victuals (pictured in color on page 45).

---

**JUNE ANGELS PRUNE CAKE**

- 3 eggs
- 1 cup vegetable oil
- 1 1/2 cups sugar
- 1 teaspoon each: cinnamon, nutmeg, allspice
- 1 teaspoon soda
- 1 cup buttermilk
- 1 cup prunes, cooked, seeded, chopped
- 1 cup nuts
- 1 teaspoon vanilla

- Blend sugar and oil. Add eggs. Add dry ingredients alternately with the milk. Add vanilla, nuts and prunes. Pour into buttered pan. Bake at 300 degrees for 45 minutes. When brown, remove from stove and while still hot cover with following icing:

**BUTTERMILK ICING**

- 1 cup sugar
- 1/2 cup buttermilk
- 1/2 teaspoon soda
- 1 tablespoon white corn syrup
- 1/4 cup butter
- 1 teaspoon vanilla

- Boil mixture until it forms a soft ball. Pour over hot cake without beating. (A low fire dish is recommended for baking this cake so that cake may be left in the pan until ready to be cut into blocks for serving).

---

**SPICED PLUMS IN WINE**

- 3 lbs. Italian Prune Plums
- 1 bottle red wine
- 1 1/2 cups sugar
- 1/2 cup cider vinegar
- 4 sticks cinnamon
- 1 tablespoon cloves

- Wash plums and remove stones. Place in an earthenware crock. Heat vinegar and sugar, stirring until sugar is dissolved, add wine and spices. Pour over plums. Cover and store in refrigerator or cool place. Plums will be ready to eat in about two weeks and will keep for months. Good with meat and poultry.

*Recipe by Vera Bjorek*

---

**MRS. BAKER'S TOPPER SALAD**

---

**MRS. CROWE'S CHIFFON PIE**

---

**NELLE HERN'S POTATO SALAD**

- 6 cooked potatoes, sliced, cold
- 1/4 cup salad oil
- 1 head lettuce
- 1/2 teaspoon mustard
- 2 tablespoons vinegar
- 1/2 cup cream
- 2 medium cooked beets cut in strips
- 2 egg yolks
- salt and pepper
- 1 teaspoon sugar

- Potatoes should be cut into thin slices and beets into strips. Have lettuce washed and patted dry, then cut into long thin strips also. Mix all of these vegetables lightly in the salad bowl. Make dressing by adding salt, mustard and sugar to the egg yolks. While beating, add slowly the oil, vinegar and cream. Pour the dressing over the salad and toss lightly before serving.
**MRS. CROWE'S CHIFFON PIE**

3 1/2 cups milk
1 1/2 cups pumpkin
1 cup brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ginger
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg

- Heat milk in the top of double boiler with pumpkin, brown sugar, ginger, cinnamon and nutmeg. Separate eggs, beat yolks slightly. Add gradually some of the hot mixture to the egg yolks. Mix well and pour into balance of hot mixture. Continue cooking over boiling water until slightly thickened. That will be the spoon-coating stage. Stir constantly. Soften gelatine in cold water, add to the hot custard and stir until dissolved. Cool. Beat the egg whites until stiff but not dry. Fold into pumpkin mixture, add the mashed bananas. Chill a little while but do not allow to set. Beat cream until stiff, add with care the orange rind and sugar. Fold this into the pumpkin mixture. Pour into baked pie crust. Chill until set. Serve garnished with whipped cream and walnut halves. Use your favorite pie crust recipe.

*Mrs. Johnnie Crowe*

---

**SPICED PLUMS IN WINE**

(Fruit and almonds make this salad extra special)

3 cups diced cooked chicken
1 cup diced celery
1 cup orange sections
1 9-ounce can pineapple tidbits
1 cup chopped toasted almonds

- Combine chicken, celery, fruit and nuts. Blend oil, orange juice, vinegar and seasonings. Add to chicken mixture, let stand one hour. Drain. Add mayonnaise and toss lightly. Serve in cream puffs. Serves eight to ten.

*Mrs. A. W. Baker*

---

**JUNE ANGEL'S PRUNE CAKE**

(Made if it is done slowly. The first oil is added drop-by-drop. The first oil should be added drop-by-drop. The first time mayonnaise will never curdle if you follow this method.)

---

**BARBECUED FISH GARCON STYLE**

- Use 1- to 2-pound fish, (preferably freshwater fish). Two hours prior to barbecuing marinate fish in sauce below until time for cooking. Place on grill over low charcoal fire and cook slowly for an hour to hour and a half. Turn sparingly and baste each time you turn with the same sauce used for marinating. (Care must be taken when turning or you will lose the skin of the fish.) Salt to taste.

**MARINADE SAUCE FOR FISH**

This makes enough sauce to marinate and baste 12 fish.

Combine the following ingredients:

1 cup olive oil
3/4 cup (or 5 large lemons) lemon juice
3/4 cup cooking sherry
9 dashes of Tabasco sauce
3/4 to 1/2 cup apple cider vinegar
2 large pinches of oregano
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons black pepper
2 teaspoons garlic powder
7 dashes soy sauce

*Edward Garrou*
Ivan Ivanovich has only one automobile dealer that he can go to see—the government. And he goes with his pockets full of rubles and his hat in his hand.

John Smith, U.S.A., sort of takes the car and truck dealers in his town for granted. Seems they’ve always been there—ever since that shining day when he and Dad and Mom drove that first car home. Drove the long way, smack up Main Street, sitting up tall.

Smitty would sure howl to high heaven if he had to pay between three and four times his whole year’s pay for a new car that can’t hold a candle to American car mechanically, in comfort, equipment or styling. Ivan does. And wait two years for delivery to boot! Ivan does. And deal with mechanics whose way of checking your anti-freeze is to taste the radiator water. (Guess they haven’t invented the hydrometer yet.)

Can’t you see Ivan’s eyes popping if he walked into Smitty’s dealer’s showroom? Here’s a man, now, who has built his business on the solid rock of fine products. And he’s put a lot of money into a big selection of models and modern service equipment.

His business has grown because his legion of friends has grown. He’ll speed your financing through. He’ll give you his personal attention whether your trouble is a crankcase or plain old crankiness. And his service guarantee is gilt-edged—good at any dealer who sells the car anywhere in the U. S. A.

This dealer and John Smith have been friends for a long time. See each other at the PTA and the lodge, the town council and the Little League practice sessions. Smitty’s oldest boy is learning to drive in the car the dealer donated to the high-school driving course.

Saw Smitty just this morning. Grinning like a Chessy cat. On his way to pick out the new family bus. According to Smitty, this is the time to buy. Just look at the ’59 models... the cleanest, most beautiful cars America’s great automobile industry has ever created. Look at the factory price tags on the windows... the biggest car value your dollar has ever bought.

See “Automobile Row”... the industry’s spectacular array of new 1959 cars... in the January 3rd issue of The Saturday Evening Post, the nation’s year-round new-car showroom. Then see your car or truck dealer. He’ll greet you with a big smile and the best value in your whole ever-lovin’ lifetime!

The Saturday Evening Post
The original kitchen in the Francis F. Sanfords’ lovely rambling home in Waccabuc, New York, was perfectly respectable. It had walls and windows, cabinets and counters, the usual sink, range and refrigerator and all the room in the world to move around in—even a pantry. Most women would have “let it be.” But Kitchen Design Consultant Bette Sanford isn’t most women. Bette knew that her big old-fashioned kitchen was a step-wasting, energy-wasting, space-wasting ogre. She’d rescued too many women from porcelain “prisons” to put up with one herself. From her world of experience came many ideas and they’re all included in this remodeling: appliances that are timesaving and easy to use; stylish wallpaper that was treated with a special coating for performance and cleanability; honed slate for the island counter because it’s easy to care for (rub it with lemon oil and seal it with a silicone preparation); laminated plastic counter tops for durability and attractiveness; cabinets carefully planned for special storage in specific areas. Note the bright-colored plastic panels here and there and the well-planned, well-designed lighting which highlights the scene as well as the little but all-important touches in Bette’s décor.

THE COZY BARBECUING AREA is a real gathering place now for Stephen and his friends. It’s close enough to the oven for auxiliary use and close by the eating area for piping-hot service . . .

AS IT IS NOW: Bette liked the idea of a pantry . . . she wouldn’t do away with it. But remodeling has given it an entirely new personality, as Dad and Stephen demonstrate. Note the plan desk and telephone.

AS IT WAS: The dark, dull and drab butler’s pantry had built-in cabinets and sink but not enough cabinets and counter space. It was an utter waste of good space.
FOR THE BRIGHTER

AS IT IS NOW: (above) That handsome gleaming
center island cuts the Sanfords' big kitchen down to
working size. Convenient to refrigerator, oven and
sink, it's the hub of all activity—cooking, serving
and eating. AS IT WAS: (right) The old kitchen
had plenty of space, but not much charm
or consideration for mother and a big, busy family.
"It'll paint smoothest if you prime it with Weldwood Firzite."

Before you paint new softwoods, seal with Weldwood White Firzite. Stops "wild grain" from showing through; gives beautifully smooth results. Saves paint, prevents checking. Use as wipe for bleed or pickled effects, and pasted oil stains when tinted with colors-in-oil.

Weldwood Satinlac® Lightens at first coat paint, dries clear when the second coat is applied. Prevents "milky" when used over pastels. Not for oil stains.

Before you stain or varnish new wood, use Weldwood Clear Firzite to seal softwood growth, get even stain penetration. An excellent stain when tinted with colors-in-oil.

WELDWOOD® WOOD FINISHES

Products of United States Plywood Corporation. All hardware, paint, and finishing materials.

SPLITTING NAILS

NEED THE FOOD FACTORS IN KNOX Gelatine

Problem nails can be nourished only from within. Published medical research shows 7 out of 10 women restored to normal breaking, splitting nails within three months by drinking one envelope (about 5g) of Knox Unflavored Gelatine once a day in fruit or vegetable juice, bouillon or water. At your grocer's.

Cleverly designed hood rids kitchen of all unpleasant cooking odors. The easy-to-reach filters and the top that comes down are child's play for Stephen, as he shows us here. Now let's meet Bette and Sandy, her radio-and-TV-account executive husband, big sister Cathy, Boy Scout Stephen and cub Scout Tommy in their Mommy-designed kitchen on a typical busy Saturday. With Mother and Dad on the job all week and the kids off at school, Saturday is their day for getting together and getting things done. It starts off with breakfast—a real family affair, with everybody pitching in. The kids set the table. Tommy makes the orange juice, Stephen empties the trash, and both boys do the dishes and feed the dog. Chores for the children are a household rule—nobody wants Mother to "slave" all alone, even in this marvelous, modern work-saving dream of a kitchen. Luncheon

VERITABLE GROCERY STORE of cereal and canned goods is right at their finger tips. Corner-base cabinet makes good use of often-wasted space. (There's even a nook for the dog's private stock.)

WELDWOOD® Wood Finishes

BETTER TO COOK, says Cathy, when everything's at arm's reach.

SPICES, FLAVORS AND SEASONINGS have cabinets all their own. Note towel and wax-paper holders.

IT'S FUN TO COOK, says Cathy, when everything's at arm's reach.

Spices, flavors and seasonings have cabinets all their own. Note towel and wax-paper holders.
is a gay family picnic, with the Scouts in charge of the weenie roast. Such a busy kitchen! . . . but it makes light of work, for it's an organized kitchen. It's living proof that the "shoemaker's daughter really has shoes." Career woman Bette has created many a handsome kitchen for her clients, but nowhere is her gift for the winsome-and-workable more apparent than here. Thus, the Sanford kitchen grew into a Saturday and everyday joy for the whole family—it grew not only from an idea on a drawing board and a dream of Bette's, but out of plain good sense. As Bette knows, the key to an efficient and smooth-running household is the kitchen!

Western Pine Region woods inspire a showcase of charm and beauty

Soft-textured, straight-grained . . . versatile Western Pine Region woods stimulate many unique decorating ideas. This corner of handy built-ins, for example, handsomely displays a hobby or collection. These distinctive woods radiate an enduring, natural beauty at a price you can afford.

In traditional or contemporary settings, in knotty or clear grades, Western Pine Region woods lend warmth to your entire home. They are accurately dried and seasoned, and can be painted or stained in many attractive, lasting finishes.

If you are remodeling or building you can enjoy the economical beauty of Western Pine Region woods. Your local lumber dealer will be glad to give you full details and a free estimate.

FREE! "101 Home Ideas" . . . features many traditional and contemporary suggestions for building, decorating and remodeling with Western Pine Region woods. 24 pages of exciting photographs, many in color, to help you select attractive finishes and styles for any room in your home. For your copy write to Western Pine Association, Dept. 318-F, Yenn Bldg., Portland 4, Ore.
**THE MALE CORNER**

**WINTER PROJECTS, PRODUCTS AND IDEAS**

This desk can put unused space to work for you in wasted corners of kitchen, workshop or den, or any room. Its construction is quite simple and you won't need any special tools or building know-how to turn out a handsome finished product. All ¾ "-thick pieces are pine and the ½" pieces are plywood. By following the dimensioned construction drawings at the right, you can cut each piece to exact size and assemble with glue and nails. To get correct curvature of supporting brackets, draw curving line on 1"-square graph paper as shown at the far right. Smooth all surfaces with fine sandpaper before finishing with paint, stain or shellac. Size requirements for the two small drawers are as follows:

**New Smokeless and Odorless Incinerator** units will get rid of virtually all of your trash and refuse, including all wet and dry garbage, paper, bones and sweepings. Even the smoke and odors normally generated are caught and burned up before they can escape through the chimney. You can put the unit in a utility room, basement or even your kitchen—hooking it up to your chimney via a short piece of connecting stove pipe. Total burn-up time is one to four hours depending on how wet the trash was; ashes must be removed once a week.

Soap solutions: Make windows glide and drawers slide more easily by applying soap to rubbing edges. . . . Unscrew broken lamp bulb by pressing soap into broken end and turning left; turn off current first. . . . To protect windowpanes, hardware and trim when painting, coat them with soapsuds. When paint is dry, wipe up any spattered paint together with soap film. . . . Squeaking floor boards can be silenced by working moist soap between the cracks in the boards. . . . Soften new rope by soaking it in soapy water for five minutes before using.

A new type of insulation, made of urethane, snaps easily around piping, gives efficient protection against heat loss and condensation. Urethane resists moisture, is light, elastic and easy to apply with metal clamps.

Ever wanted to fasten anything into concrete, concrete block or brick and finally just given up because you didn’t have the complicated drilling tools? Well, here’s a new fastening tool, (about $7.95) that packs enough punch, with the aid of a 2½ lb. hammer, to penetrate these hard materials.
New B&D Drill for Christmas? Just in time to
SAVE UP TO $11 ON

BLACK & DECKER SAW ATTACHMENT . . .
World's safest, with all adjustments of professional saws. Cuts to 1-3/16". With
certificate . . . only $12.95

BLACK & DECKER JIG SAW ATTACHMENT . . .
Perfect for straight, curved, irregular cuts in almost all materials. With certifi­cate . . . only $17.95

B&D ATTACHMENTS WITH

BLACK & DECKER SAW ATTACHMENT . . .

BLACK & DECKER FINISH SANDING ATTACHMENT . . . Gives professional satin-smooth finish with or across the grain. Will not score or burn. With certificate . . . only $14.95

BLACK & DECKER HEDGE TRIMMING ATTACHMENT . . . Cuts hedges and shrubs. Full-size cutting blade, convenient adjustable handle. With certificate . . . only $17.95

CERTIFICATE BELOW!

BLACK & DECKER POWER DRIVER is perfect for you. Designed and powered expressly to drive more than 24 attachments. Only $29.95.

CUT BRACKET-SIDES OUT OF 10" x 21" x 28" (Each square = 1 inch)

EXPLODED PERSPECTIVE

To use, insert naillike fastener into head of tool and hold against the work surface. Drive the fastener by hammering against the head of tool. Using different fasteners for different jobs you can nail furring strips to concrete, anchor partition plates, pipe brackets and shelving. . . . Boring? Always stop as soon as the point of the bit comes through the underside of the wood, turn the piece over and finish boring from the other side. . . . Sawing? When sawing a number of pieces of the same dimension, always use the first piece as the pattern.

(continued on page 80)
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We Live in Alaska
(continued from page 17)

- . . . Our family consists of two adopted baby girls, age 7 months and 3 months. Needless to say, we have had little time for yardwork this season. We find many things of interest in the Anchorage area and we are active in the community. I am secretary of the Susitna Girl Scout Council and my husband is just retiring from a two-year term as director of the Greater Anchorage Chamber of Commerce. We love the outdoors and in other years have spent the month of August (weekends) berry picking. We generally get an abundance of both low and highbush cranberries. My husband, who is a partner in a local CPA firm, is an ardent hunter and our freezer always is well stocked with moose, deer, wild birds and fish ...

MRS. WILLIAM H. SCOTT, ANCHORAGE

- . . . Alaska beckoned to Hank and me back in our high school days (six years ago for me). And when we married immediately after graduation and Hank was sent to Elmendorf Air Force Base, our dream came true. I arrived here at age 17 with wedding rice still in my hair and a determination to make a home for us no matter what we lived in, which turned out to be a warm cottage on the outskirts of town. The following years brought frozen water pipes, our first taste of moose, our 2 healthy children, discharge from the Service, and the addition of 3 rooms—not to mention an increasing knowledge of plumbing (sink or swim), electrical wiring, weather-proofing, and anything else found in the book of homes and housebuilding. In short, plenty of hard work and wonderful experience we'll never forget.

Why tell you all this? Because that's one of the reasons we have grown to love it so up here. The nights I fell in bed so tired I couldn't sleep; the times Hank worked around the clock to give us more room have made us deeply appreciate our home—much more so than if we had stayed back East, bought a finished house, and settled down to a 20-year mortgage. Our place isn't finished, but it's paid for!

We find all and more of the cultural side of life here. "The Alaska Music Trail" founded by Max Shapiro and the Anchorage Festival of Music conducted by musicians such as Robert Shaw, Julius Herford, and Allen Lannom have brought many an enchanted evening to Alaskans. Art exhibitions are frequent, especially during the Fur Rendezvous. Anchorage is a transient city with frequent important visitors.

But best of all, Alaska is a land free from deep-rooted prejudices, customs, and conventions. You can be as different or as commonplace as you wish without a second glance from people. MRS. HENRY L. MADDEN, SPENARD

- . . . We have eight, acres and a 100'x40' swimming pool, the first pool here, I believe...

MRS. GEORGE D. JACKSON, ANCHORAGE

- . . . We would not by choice live any place else. The way of life, the people, excitement, freedom, beauty of the land, growth, vitality all go to make up Alaska. Needless to say, I could go on for hours, and am still enthusiastic after 15 years. There are homes in Anchorage now that are every bit as lovely and modern as anything you have ever pictured. It would be impossible to pick the best because individualism is respected in Alaska and there are as many different types as people ...

MRS. PHIL K. HIGHT, ANCHORAGE

In Indiana Dune Country

House of Casual Modern Design
is Right at Home in Indiana Dune Country!

STORAGE WALL ROOM DIVIDER between kitchen and dining room completely separates the two areas and makes excellent setting for Ironstone china display.

MATCHING PANELS of glass set in both entry door and adjoining masonry wall provide good natural lighting for entry hall. The simplicity and novelty of design is just one example of how the architect has achieved an original and unique house at a very low cost.

GLASS WALL opens living room to the light and a view of surrounding woodlands. Living area is private and secluded from the rest of house, since this is a "dead end" room.
open the branch and be its first manager. When this branch was closed we elected to stay in Alaska rather than go back to California. . . . We live in a three bedroom, two-car, ranch-style house which is complete with fireplace, GE electric table top range with eye level oven . . . We have converted one of the bedrooms into a TV, music room and enjoy all the programs that are shown in the 48 other states . . . We love to entertain our small circle of friends and my husband plays our Wurlitzer Electric organ since music is one of his hobbies. . . .

ELIZABETH SHOEMAKER, ANCHORAGE

. . . One could almost call Juneau, which is our Capital city, the city of houses painted different hues. Even though our house is small, there isn't a more beautiful view from any house here than ours. With three picture windows in the living and dining rooms, we see three beautiful mountains. I should say snow-capped, but with winter here more mild than your New York last year, alas! there is no snow! . . .

JESSIE LEE TYLER, JUNEAU

. . . Because I paint, the beauty of this land of mountains, lakes and glaciers appeals to me. My husband likes to hunt and fish and Alaska is great for that. Maybe our most important reason for making this our home stems from our fellow Alaskans, their friendliness and their attitude towards living . . .

MRS. L. W. IVIE, MT. VIEW

. . . Mr. Smith has gone hunting and we are hoping he brings home, not the bacon, but a moose and a black bear. Moose and caribou are both delicious. Of course, we have a large freezer which I consider a must for any Alaskan! . . .

HELEN G. BURRIS, ANCHORAGE

. . . We are a three-generation Alaskan family, which is not too common in a new country. My husband was born in Juneau, my son was born here, and his son was born here. I have been here thirty-one years, having met my husband when he went "outside" to college . . .

MRS. EARLE L. HUNTER, JUNEAU

. . . Words cannot express how strong my feelings are for Anchorage, Spenard and all the surrounding towns. We have our problems to be sure, but we can never complain about hot sleepless nights. I have had my share of those living in New England for 25 years. We have lived here for 12 years. The weather here is similar to that of New England. However the summers are not humid or as long . . .

PAULINE LEWIS, SPENARD

. . . As I write this, my family and I are moose hunting on the beautiful Kenai Peninsula. My husband, an avid hunter, and my daughter, Judy, hunt every possible moment. Mimi, aged 4, and I remain at camp most of the time taking a sun bath or else picking wild cranberries. They grow in profusion here in Alaska. This peninsula is the home of the world's largest moose—some weighing a ton. When you see a bull down after the kill you wonder how you'll ever get him back to camp. Backbreaking work but worth it in T-bones and sirloins next winter, along with cranberry sauce and jelly . . .

HELEN G. BURRIS, ANCHORAGE

. . . My husband is an electrician at Eison Air Force Base. We have four sons who seem to be thriving up here. After going back home in Southern California this summer for a visit, we were more than happy to return to this new land . . .
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PATTERN ORDER FORM

Please allow 3 weeks for handling and mailing.

If you wish air-mail delivery, kindly add 15c per pattern to cover cost of postage.

The patterns listed below are keyed in the line drawing above. See page at right for sketched showing all pieces in color.

A-2029—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a fine Grandfather's clock, an exact copy of a rare antique still standing in the Lefferts' Homestead, Brooklyn.

B-1658—35c. Pleated café curtains made in tiers of several colors. Just add additional lengths as required. Pattern has full-sized details.

C-2124—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a long harvest table. 7 ft. long, 26 in. wide with leaves down; 49 in. wide with leaves up; 29 in. high. Could be made shorter if desired.

D-1669—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a handsome wood rooster lamp. The design was copied from an antique weather vane.

E-1440—35c. This stencilled pineapple design signifies hospitality and welcome. Original by Moses Eaton, who was one of the best known itinerant artists way back in 1773. Includes instructions for cutting stencils.


G-1542—35c. Lovely fruit border for an oblong tray. Pattern includes gold foil leaf borders and full instructions for original application technique.

H-1397—50c. Lovely sand pattern for a simulated rooster to mount (or frame) on wall or chimney.

I-2010—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a commodious dry sink to hold silver, china, glass and serving utensils. Dry "sink" makes ideal spot for plants and/or fruit bowl.


K-1246—50c. Braided rug made up of 12 circles with a continuous border can be dramatic background for your Early American furniture. Pattern includes a color guide.

L-1677—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a delightful sewing table (only a small portion of the top shows). It is quite modern but absolutely contrast with Early American. It has 3 drawers; I shallow for buttons; I fitted for spools of thread and the third is a deep one for sewing miscellany. Also has a pull-out mending basket and a large bottom shelf.

N-1668—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a distinguished lamp to make of beautiful hardwood. Hexagonal shape takes advantage of the wood grain.

O-1459—25c. Step-by-step picture pattern for upholstering a sofa. Makes the whole project understandable and possible for you to do.

P-1407—25c. Quilting pattern of an oval feather wreath to use for pillows or a whole quilt. Use soft silky fabric and pad wreath heavily. These patterns are not shown in this issue.

These patterns are not shown in this issue.

1278—50c. Homeworkshop pattern for a cobbler's bench coffee table which has 4 drawers and a planter section.

1734—50c. Why not make a little sampler to use with the above? Here is a nice little one, "1832" sampler done in very fine cross-stitch. Transfer.

1735—35c. Maybe you like a modern approach. Then these simple pointed scallop café curtains are just right for you. Easy to make and very effective.

1743—25c. If you like to crochet, try these place mats made of simple crochet stitch alternating with strips of ribbed braid for a dining setting.

1758—50c. Do you like dogs? Then try this pointsettia version of a little dog sitting on a velvet cushion. Pattern includes color guide.

1755—25c. If you prefer cats, here is a wonderful braidless rug in the shape of a big pussy cat! Pattern includes full instructions for complete assembly.

2124—50c. Just to show that we haven't forgotten papa, here is a small modular chest to stand on his dresser for all of the small miscellany a man needs. You can make as many units as you wish.

PRINT name and address in coupon which will be used as label for mailing patterns. Cut out order form along dash lines, check patterns desired and send personal check or money order (please do not send stamps). If you live in New York City, add 3% for City Sales Tax.

AMERICAN HOME PATTERN DEPARTMENT,
P.O. BOX 97, FOREST HILLS 75, N.Y.

[Order form with list of patterns and corresponding codes]

15 AMERICAN
ROOM FULL OF PATTERNS

DOROTHY LAMBERT BRIGHTBILL

In our room full of patterns you will find that each piece is timeless yet comfortably modern in design. From the grandfather's clock, an exact copy of a fine antique, to the big braided rug, there's a feeling of tradition in all of the pictured patterns which will compliment your room as well as please your pocketbook.

The sturdy harvest table with its weather-vane-rooster lamp comfortably seats 10, while the tray over the mantel displays the gold-leaf technique of the Esther Stevens Brazer School. The pineapple motif stenciled on the walls colorfully blends in with the box-pleated café curtains and the slip-covered sofa and chairs. And, for storage purposes, the dry sink serves admirably with its handsome silhouetted rooster above for an unusual decorative effect. See Pattern Order Form (left) for full description and prices.

HOME Patterns Furnish This Charming Room!
FROM GRANDMA'S HAT

Make these unique arrangements with the fruits and flowers you can buy in any hat-trim department—or work with those from Grandma's hat or your last year's spring bonnet, for that matter.

MILK-GLASS COMPOTE with fruit display. Cut triangle from styrofoam. Wire white-sprayed fruit to form pyramid.

BIG AND LITTLE LEMONS are wired to triangle form. Add green leaves, to complete composition. Stick wire stems into styrofoam.

FRUIT BASKET

Make ball of chicken wire, place in basket. Stick stems of artificial fruit into mesh, twisting when necessary to hold firmly.

FERRIS EVERGREENS

HARDY, BEAUTIFUL, 3-YEAR OLD NORTHERN GROWN SEEDLINGS, 4-8 avg.

A selected collection of our most popular Ferris Evergreens. Certain of these have many years of favor. These are the young plants which are sure to grow into the most attractive specimens. 3 California Blue Spruce, 3 White Spruce, 3 Black Hills Spruce, 3 Colorado Blue Spruce, 3 Japanese White Cedar, 3 Japanese Red Cedar, 2 Chinese Juniper, 2 Hinoki Cypress, 2 Japanese Boxwood. Handpicked, highest quality and the best of the best for only 50c each. Order early for best selection.

MANY WONDERFUL VALUES:

FERRIS NORTHERN GROWN EVERGREENS

Shade Trees • Ornamentals • Flowers

Winterhard, easy to grow, Handpicked. Fruit Trees • Berry Plants

Hands of many gardens. Last for generations in the moderate new Fall 1959 Catalog.

FREE 1959 FERRIS NURSERIES

NURSERY BOOK

30th Anniversary Edition

WRITE TODAY for your free copy. Show your limer in your nursery. Directly from the grower. Send today and get your FREE 1959 EARL FERRIS NURSERIES EARL FERRIS NURSERIES

143 Bridge St. Nantucket, Massachusetts

MINIATURE FAIRY ROSES

Bloom Indoors All Winter

A thrilling sight! Mauve of perfect tiny Roses on plants growing only 4-1/2" tall. Send today for new Free Catalog. 

EPICatalog

25¢

R. S. LUMLEY Seedman, Dept. 302, Bethel, Idaho

MIDWEST FLOWER BASKET

Spray basket white, then make chicken-wire ball as for fruit above. Put stems into mesh, piling flowers tightly. Add feather sprays for graceful display.

FLOWER BASKET

Spray basket white, then make chicken-wire ball as for fruit above. Put stems into mesh, piling flowers tightly. Add feather sprays for graceful display.

GLOXINIA

Bulb—$1 Beautiful Pot Plants

LAMULLE

2 house plants, 3" to 4" $1.50

Exquisite colored blooms. Send today for new catalog. 

R. S. LUMLEY Seedman, Dept. 302, Bethel, Idaho

A WHOLE GARDENFUL OF NEW AND BETTER FLOWERS

YOURS AT HALF PRICE!

Burpee's Greatest Seed Offer Ever!

7 Outstanding Kinds, All Easy to Grow

Pick Your Own Petunias—$1.25 each

Burpee Ostrich Pium Astrums—$2.50 each

Burpee Giant Climbing Petunias—$1.00 each

Burpee Giant Geraniums—$1.25 each

Burpee Plectronema—$1.00 each

Burpee Giant Spider Marigolds—$1.50 each

Burpee Giant Ruffled Snapdragons—$2.50 each

Burpee All-English Flowers—$2.50 each

SAVE $1.00. All 7 Packages of Seeds—$1.50

You may not order this Ad to order, attach name and address and send $1.00 at once.


w. a. tiller burpee co. 381 burpee blvd. mt. william, philadelphia, pa.

YOU ARE LOOKING AT ALUMINUM SKIN


GOOD VICTUALS


TAKE A PELAGIC

OF FROZEN FRENCH FRIES


A CHANGE FOR THE BRIGHTER


MALE CORNER—WEEKEND PROJECTS


PHOTOGRAPHERS


Our apologies to the Dictaphone Corporation for improperly using the trade name "Dictaphone" for a dictating machine pictured in the October issue story "The Wake Ate Eating Their Way Around the World."
of this attractive and useful room. The same pumpkin-colored vinyl flooring is used in both kitchen and family room. Walls in the family room pick up the same color tones as the window wall, in walnut-patterned, laminated plastic.

The aluminum-skin house has a highly workable floor plan with living, sleeping and utility areas sensibly laid out to provide a comfortable, convenient, private home life. The layout of the living area of the house is well-nigh perfect with its traffic-free interrelation of spaces, separation of activity areas, economy of central utility core and integration between indoor and outdoor living areas. The entry hall provides a central distribution point for traffic to family room, kitchen, and utility room. The family room is ideally located for premeal family gatherings. The kitchen is convenient to both dining room and breakfast nook; deliveries to the kitchen from front or back door and grocery carrying from the car are accomplished easily and with no steps to climb.

THE END

Aluminum Skin
(continued from page 24)
Each of us wants peace for his own precious reasons. But peace costs money. Money for strength to keep the peace. Money for science and education to make peace lasting. And money saved by individuals to keep our economy strong. Each Bond you buy helps provide this money — helps strengthen America's Peace Power. Are you buying enough?

HELP STRENGTHEN AMERICA'S PEACE POWER

BUY U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is donated by this publication in cooperation with the Advertising Council and the magazine publishers of America.
HOUSE PLANTS

They bring beauty into your home, require less care than you think

House plants are like children. Everyone’s in favor of them. Most people have them sooner or later. Some people believe the more of them the better. And anyone who knows anything at all about them knows they don’t “just grow.”

But how much care do house plants require? In actual time and effort, they require very little. Perhaps only minutes a week. What they do require, however, is regular care. In addition, that is, to a fairly congenial environment—particularly as regards light.

So, if that sounds reasonable enough, the next question is: What plants are best suited to your own home? It’s a lot smarter to choose them for their suitability than to satisfy some hazy old prejudice! And remember that suitability refers to quite a few things—size, shape, color of flowers, time of flowering and, above all, to light and water requirements.

In general, flowering plants need stronger light than foliage plants. If you can place pots in windows that face south, east or west, and which are not shaded by trees or buildings, you can probably grow most kinds of house plants. If you can use only north-facing or shaded windows, foliage plants are definitely your best bet.

Here are the basic facts on some of the most popular, easiest-to-grow, and best plants:

African violets are the most popular of flowering house plants, and for good reasons. They’re small, compact, include many colors and a variety of flower and leaf forms, are almost constantly in flower, and are quite easy to grow. Though they need a bright window during the day, they’re wonderful for decorative use at night—as a table centerpiece, on a coffee table, and so on.

The best spot for African violets is in a window facing south, east or west. They need some direct sunlight, but not too much or too strong. In a south or west window, a light curtain or a slightly tilted Venetian blind will suit them just fine.

The begonias are a tremendous group of plants—small, medium and large, with widely different types of flowers and leaves—and certainly are worth looking into. Most of the popular kinds are easy to grow and many are prized more for the year-round attractiveness of their leaves than for the short-term interest of their flowers.

If you want flowers, the small wax begonias (Begonia semperflorens) are your best bet. They’re in bloom most of the year, make attractive little plants, and they’re the easiest to grow. They include white-, pink- and red-flowered varieties.

The primroses are beautiful plants—as the illustration proves!—and you’ll find them easy to manage if you happen to have a really cool spot that gets plenty of sunlight from the east or west. If you like very little heat in your bedrooms, or if you have an unused room which you don’t heat at all, or any other sunny spot that doesn’t go much over 55° at night during winter, you have all it takes to grow primroses. Their

(continued)
House Plants

(continued)

only other special requirement is plenty of water.

Easiest to grow and longest blooming are the fairy primroses (Primula malacoides), which come in white and lavender-pink, and the Chinese primroses (P. sinensis), in pink, salmon and red. Most striking, perhaps, are the polyantha hybrids, which the picture on page 73 so effectively illustrates.

Most magnificent of flowering house plants are amaryllis—huge trumpetlike blooms up to 8" or more across, brilliant orange, red, pink or white, four to a stem, 12" to 18" tall!

You buy amaryllis bulbs in the fall or early winter, pot them, and they flower in midwinter or early spring. Then you sink the pots to their rims in the garden in late May, bring them inside in the early fall, and the cycle starts over again. All in all, the easiest, surest, most spectacularly rewarding of plants!

Gloxinias are close relatives of African violets, but their flowers and leaves are quite different. The blooms are good-size, velvety trumpets, 2" to 4" across, in bright red, pink, purple, white and many bicolor and speckled combinations. The leaves are fairly large, somewhat "woolly," and quite attractive.

Give gloxinias about the same growing conditions as African violets and, though they won't flower so continuously, they'll reward you with much more impressive blooms.

Geraniums are the gayest of house plants—and ideally suited to colonial furnishings—but they do need a lot of sunlight and not too much heat. The light and heat they'd get in a south-facing window in a cool (60-65°) bedroom should be just right. Also, they should be fed only about half as often as most other house plants and shouldn't be watered until they've really dried out, then soaked well.

Spring flowering bulbs—tulips, daffodils, hyacinths, and so on—make a glorious display indoors, but they need more handling than most other plants. You pot them in the fall, bury the pots in the garden for about two months, then start bringing them inside for forcing from early January onward. They can be planted out in the garden after flowering and when the leaves have withered, but you need new bulbs for forcing each year.

Paper-white narcissus, however, simply need to be planted in pebbles and water and stood in a sunny window, they'll bloom with no more attention than adding to the water as necessary. Discard the bulbs (fortunately they're cheap) after flowering.

Geranium, though, it needs an east-facing window in a cool room—not over 60°. It also needs to be kept well watered but not soggy-wet. The leaves wither away in late spring, and from then until early fall, when new growth starts, the plant should be watered very little.

Gardenias are lovely plants but difficult to grow in the average home. They need good light—a south, east, or west exposure—and an even temperature, around 65°, and a fairly high humidity. Spraying the leaves with water at least two or three times a week seems to help. They also need plenty of water, an acid soil and a constant supply of nitrogen and iron in the soil. Some people can grow them well, but most people can't.

A "different" flowering house plant is the Christmas cactus. It has slender, cactus-type leaves and cerise, fuchsialike flowers that start opening in December or January. It's a South American mountain-growing cactus and so shouldn't be kept as dry as the desert species.

A delightfully attractive and long-blooming plant is the cyclamen. Like the primrose and the geranium, though, it needs an east-facing window in a cool room—not over 60°. It also needs to be kept well watered but not soggy-wet. The leaves wither away in late spring, and from then until early fall, when new growth starts, the plant should be watered very little.

A different flowering house plant is the Christmas cactus. It has slender, cactus-type leaves and cerise, fuchsialike flowers that start opening in December or January. It's a South American mountain-growing cactus and so shouldn't be kept as dry as the desert species.

THE SMART WAY TO GO UP

MARY E. MONZE
Foliage plants can get along on considerably less light than those grown chiefly for their flowers. On the average, too, they rate higher for year-round appearance. So, if you can’t give plants good light—meaning at least a few hours of direct sunlight a day—you’d do well to make the most of the wonderful foliage types currently available.

Nowadays florist shops, greenhouses, garden-supply shops and even department stores, ten-cent stores and supermarkets handle remarkable selections of foliage plants. So you should have no trouble finding half a dozen or so that are just right for your own home.

Small plants with attractive foliage include those with such all-Greek-to-me names as aglaonema, chlorophytum, fittonia, maranta, peperomia, pothos, scindapsus, tolmica. Obviously, it’s better to choose them by their appearance than by their names!

Larger plants include sansevieria, fIDDLEHEADERS, dieffenbachia, schefflera, monstera, large-leaf philodendron, and both the standard and fiddle-leaf rubber plants.

Trailing plants include a wide variety of large- and small-leaf ivies, the philodendrons, wax plant (hoya), kangaroo vine (cissus), vinca, tradescantia and the everyday sweet potato.

If you have windows that provide an abundance of direct sunlight, but you’d like plants that require a minimum of attention, then the ones for you are the cacti and other succulents. They’re an extremely interesting group of plants—some of them truly beautiful—and they seem especially appropriate to modern decor.

The true cacti are mostly desert plants and should be grown in light sandy soil. They need a fair amount of water when in growth, but should be watered only sparingly during their dormant period, which is generally during the winter.

The non-cactus succulents— including crassulas, sedums, sempervivums, echverias, aloes, gast-terias, kalanchoes—generally need more water than the cacti but less than most of the flowering and foliage house plants.

Given the right amount of light and heat—which your home either provides or doesn’t—all house plants need regular attention as regards watering, feeding, pest control, and so on. All this is up to you. Here are the basic rules:

WATERING. Check the soil in the pots every day or every other day. If dry to the touch, water; if moist, don’t. (African violets and cacti suffer most from overwatering; primroses most from underwatering.) Several times a year, water your plants in the sink, so that excess nutrient salts leach out and are not continuously drawn up into the pot from the saucer.

FEEDING. Feed with soluble plant food, in water, every two weeks in spring, summer and fall; once a month during winter. Use plant food at about half the rate recommended by the manufacturer.

PEST CONTROL. Watch for signs of insects. If you see any, spray plants immediately with a plant-spray aerosol, not a household insecticide.

TURNING. Give pots a quarter-turn every week, so the plants do not become lopsided.

REPOTTING. Most plants grow best if repotted in new soil every year or so, and if they’re getting bigger they should be shifted into the next-larger pots. Standard clay pots seem to suit most plants best and are good insurance against inadequate soil aeration. Potting soil can be bought at your florist’s or garden-supply shop, or you can make an all-purpose mixture from one-quarter peat moss, one-quarter sand. As we said at the outset, it’s the regularity, not the quantity, of attention that determines the success or failure of house plants. If you can provide it, by all means grow some; if you can’t, for heaven’s sake don’t even try!
The '59 Debutantes  
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a beautifully shaped hybrid tea with petals of yellowish-white edged with cerise-red.

Pink Peace is a deep pink descendant of the most popular rose of recent years. Ruby Lips is a vivid red floribunda, Governor Rosellini a bright red grandiflora. And there are many, many more.

Annual flowers—easiest to grow and tops for summer color—are headed by the All-America Alyssum, Pink Heather. Fireburst zinnia is perfectly named, a fiery orange, and Comet petunia is crimson-red with a center star of pure white. The list of other annuals is almost endless.

There are two All-America gladioli, Sparkler and Joyous, an All-America camellia named Sweetheart, and some All-America chrysanthemums which will be announced next month. Other new perennials include a red summer phlox, also called Starfire, and a remarkable strain of ruffled tuberous begonias named Ballerina. And there are lots of other new perennials, shrubs, trees and house plants all ready to make their debut in 1959.

If these new things tempt you, write for your catalogs now—and make your selections at your leisure before spring's at your doorstep.

The '59 Debutantes

STARFIRE PHLOX has large clusters of brilliant red flowers, on 2' to 3' stem, from the middle of summer until well into the fall. And an established plant will produce anywhere from six to a dozen stems!

PINK HEATHER ALYSSUM literally covers itself with bright lavender-pink flowers and makes a wonderful ground cover or edging plant. It's an All-America annual for 1959.

THE AMERICAN HOME, JANUARY, 1959
ALL-AMERICA GLADIOLI for 1959 are yellow-and-red Sparkler, shown at the left in this arrangement, and deep rose-red Joyous, shown at the right. They originated in Minnesota and Wisconsin, respectively.

Ballerina is the name of a new strain of tuberous begonias with large, ruffled, full-petaled blooms. Colors include many shades of pink, red, orange and yellow. Plants are strong-stemmed and hold blooms well above the attractive foliage.

Ruby Lips is a floribunda (cluster-flowered) rose that literally covers itself with a sheet of brightest-red, medium-size, open flowers.

Sentinel Snapdragons have heavy, 15" to 18" spikes of well-placed blooms on long, husky stems. They come in four varieties: Cavalier, orange; Guardsman, yellow; Majorette, light pink; and Commander, rich crimson. There is also a mixture called Color Guard.

All-America Gladioli for 1959 are yellow-and-red Sparkler, shown at the left in this arrangement, and deep rose-red Joyous, shown at the right. They originated in Minnesota and Wisconsin, respectively.

Ballroom is the name of a new strain of tuberous begonias with large, ruffled, full-petaled blooms. Colors include many shades of pink, red, orange and yellow. Plants are strong-stemmed and hold blooms well above the attractive foliage.

Ruby Lips is a floribunda (cluster-flowered) rose that literally covers itself with a sheet of brightest-red, medium-size, open flowers.

Sentinel Snapdragons have heavy, 15" to 18" spikes of well-placed blooms on long, husky stems. They come in four varieties: Cavalier, orange; Guardsman, yellow; Majorette, light pink; and Commander, rich crimson. There is also a mixture called Color Guard.
Perhaps you recall the old weekly LIBERTY magazine. It sold for 5¢ a copy and was famous for its short, short story. What we liked most about LIBERTY was the reading time announced at the beginning of each article and story. This was a big help when waiting for the dentist or before going to sleep. You simply selected your reading material with an eye to the time you wanted to allow.

It occurred to us that this principle could be easily adapted to products used in homemaking. Can't you just see the label on a sheet reading "bed-making time 2 minutes" or the bath towel that has "toweling time 60 seconds"? We suspect that competition would become keen among furniture makers for pieces that could boast of a "30 second dusting time."

The idea isn't as far fetched as it seems. Right now, if you want to redecorate a 10' x 12' room, it can be done in one third of a day or less with E-Z-DU™ Wallpaper! You just cut, wet and hang. No mess or fuss. Only tools needed are water, sponge, ruler and scissors. Primer-style picture instructions come in every roll to help you do the job in just 8 hours. And that is if you are really slow! Many report doing the job in far less time. One customer tells us she did her 10' x 12' bedroom in 5 hours and 50 minutes. How about that!

If you are in the redecorating mood, see your Imperial dealer for an E-Z-DU demonstration. It's so easy to do and inexpensive too. Working time... just 8 hours.

IMPERIAL PAPER AND COLOR CORPORATION
Glens Falls, New York

Grand Forks Mother can’t risk being a “pioneer” when she shops...

She’s always satisfied most with a BRAND that’s made a NAME for itself!

BRAND NAMES WEEK April 13-20th
Better buy by BRAND NAME the famous makers’ names you trust!
BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION, INC. • 437 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
We are happy to see the trend back to the old gaslight days, for there is no light so soft, so radiant. The Hadco Aluminum Products Co., Littlestown, Pa., offers a handsome group of authentic reproductions of old post- or bracket-style lanterns for lighting front yards, driveways, or patios. All are cast aluminum, combining old-world elegance with modern engineering.

Touch-typing fundamentals are easily mastered at home by adult, teen-ager, or even a grade-school youngster by means of a new ten-day course available with any Smith-Corona typewriter. The course consists of printed text and two 12" long-playing records. The beginner simply refers to keyboard chart and instructions while listening to the recorded voice of the instructor.

Cannon Mills has introduced a delightful towel ensemble for children and named the design "Small Fry." Bound to enhance cleanup time, it is printed in full color on white. Bath towel is 22x44", face towel 15x25", wash cloth 12x12". The set, $1.88.

Time necessary for cleaning the oven has been cut in half, and the job is a breeze instead of drudgery in Frigidaire's new 50-inch ranges. The entire oven pulls out of the cabinet so it can be cleaned without stretching or stooping. Top lifts off, so that even back wall of oven is completely accessible. Sealed heating units at top and bottom come out with oven.

Anyone who has ever tried to make a bunk bed will cheer the "Lazy Snoozan" made by Perfection Mfg. Corp., Mansfield, Ohio. A thickly padded mattress slides forward on a posture-board base, then rotates up to 360 degrees in either direction. The unit fits standard bunk-bed frames, is approx. $49.95.

Count the LIVING DIFFERENCES THESE "TWINLITE" WINDOWS OFFER

NOW, budget homes can afford these big wood windows! Sash opens out like an awning to let fresh air in... keep rain out. Insulating glass and screens are self-storing to eliminate seasonal chores. Insulating glass and stainless steel weatherstripping protect against winter cold, summer heat, street noise and dust! Investigate before you build or remodel. Distributors throughout U.S. and Canada.

FREE TO HOME OWNERS!

"DO-IT-YOURSELF"
LANDSCAPE KIT
For Ranch Houses, Colonials, Split Levels, Cape Cods, Country Places, Modern Houses.

INTERESTED MAIL COUPON NOW! ROLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept KC-2, Pella, Iowa
Please send me helpful literature on PELLA WOOD TWINLITE WINDOWS.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY & ZONE... STATE

FREE Stationery samples, Aeraordec, Free! Gift on approval. Kittens Greetings. Stationery. Topcases price... bonus gifts worth $10 to $30. Make not Stic, but 75c. on every S1.25. Send postcard or letter (not Stic, but 75c. on every S1.25) to Kelly Bros., Nursery, Dept. 102-K, Creative Card Co., Dept. 162-K, Cape Cod, Country Places, Modern Houses. Send postcard or letter (not Stic, but 75c. on every S1.25) to Kelly Bros., Nursery, Dept. 102-K, Creative Card Co., Dept. 162-K, Cape Cod, Country Places, Modern Houses.
The Male Corner
(continued from page 65)

MANY SMOKEY FIREPLACES cannot function properly due to lack of air. It is important to remember that wood needs air if it is to burn properly, and cannot produce satisfactory results in a room with all doors and windows closed. To create a draft and prevent smoking, open a door or window. You can also set a register in the floor directly in front of the fireplace. This will provide the fire with air without creating a draft in the room to annoy you as you lounge in front of a crackling fire.

PUT STORM WINDOWS on out-swinging wood casements in this simplified manner. First, cut a sheet of double-strength glass just about one inch wider and longer than the total glass area of each sash. Next, lay the glass up over the outside of the window glass and screw into place with chrome-plated mirror hangers—two on the bottom, one on each of the other sides. You will find that the extra thickness of glass has many advantages. It will not only help to keep out the cold, but it prevents condensation on the window panes and, unlike plastic films which wrinkle, this is not visible and won’t interfere with vision. Since window operation is not interfered with, the “storm sash” can stay on all summer.

POST-AND-BEAM construction provides an effect that most people are quite enthusiastic about. However, it has an additional advantage that few people know about—cost reduction! Because there are fewer, though larger, framing members in post-and-beam than in standard construction, a good carpenter can save on materials and also cut building time. HARDWOOD PLYWOOD PANELING comes both finished and unfinished. Consider this in making your choice: the cost of applying your own finish comes close to wiping out the saving you make with unfinished plywood. As a rule, the factory finish is much superior. The drawback to finished paneling is that you must handle it more carefully when putting it up.

How Open . . .
(continued from page 21)

The rolls swim in the gravy, which is the inevitable concomitant of the inevitable casserole, which in turn mingles greasily with the salad dressing on the same plate. The hostess usually declines to lay out her wine glasses for trampling, thereby forgetting another essential of pleasant dining. However, you do wind up with a coffee cup between your feet. Or, say you’re lucky enough to be given a wobbly card table—how many times do you get through the meal without a saucer full of coffee?

And the kitchens! These are apt to be either a vaguely defined area in the “living space” or else a compact laboratory where one individual can operate—just. Either way, it’s no good. What a girl needs in the way of a kitchen is a combination gymnasium, kennel, nursery, study hall, and cocktail lounge, where she can, incidentally, turn out a meal while all the other facilities are simultaneously in use. That’s where communal living does and should take place. But if a girl is like me, she wants to turn her back on the whole thing when it’s time to eat.

Remodeling
Reaps Results!

Before remodeling Bagley house was plain to behold and badly planned. Rooms were arranged so the front entry opened directly into the utility room and kitchen, making dining room a hallway. House had one bath, one living area.

The new carport extension to the house has four different functions. It provides car shelter, it furnishes extra storage room and cloisters the back lawn from the street. Also, use of brick in the construction lends variety to the front-of-house picture. Bold gable end of carport roof lends architectural interest to the house.
Architects, note: in these servantless times, mother is apt to be in the kitchen more or less continuously, from five o'clock on, and where she is, the children are. There's something about the smell of food that draws their attention from their peers and focuses it on her. I've noticed it, always. Even men aren't immune to it. Around that time of day, in most households, the kitchen is apt to include, in addition to the afore-mentioned mother, a preschooler or two who have to brief her on a television show she just (somehow) missed; an adolescent who would like to practice his trombone where he can be admired; a dog or two looking for a handout; and, later on, a husband who would like a drink (and someone to drink it with). How many kitchens in open-plan houses can accommodate this sort of activity? A kitchen is a living room.

But then, do you want to eat in it? No matter how beautiful a kitchen looks in repose, with its natural-wood paneling and sun-dry disguises, it looks another way when you've just finished fixing a meal in it, and who wouldn't rather dine in the presence of a Marin water color than a used potato masher?

I am fascinated, by the way, with the increasing use of screens to simulate privacy. Particularly the lightweight kinds that separate children's rooms. I don't know about other people's children, but any two of mine would plunge through one in the course of a normal roughhouse.

Remember the old-fashioned entrance hall? This gracious buffer between the Fuller brush man and the family is beyond the reach of most pocketbooks today, but ah, the pity of it! What an escape hatch it was for those who felt the homing instinct but not the desire to congregate... and yet were not ready for bed. Nowadays, when anyone opens the front door, he's in up to his neck.

Another thing about these houses that interests me, in a negative sort of way, is the carport. As far as the car goes, who could ask for more? But so many leave no place to store outdoor furniture, screens, bicycles, wheelbarrows, lawnmowers and similar bulky objects.

Where, in this welter of clean lines and geometric planes and aseptic foam-rubber pillows, are you going to put a couch? You know the kind I mean—you sit down in it and keep right on going, supported by acres of feathers. A couch with arm rests on both ends, which, as everyone knows, provide the absolutely perfect head rest when you want to stretch out and read. But then, in an open-plan house, your chances of sprawling out like that in peace, with a book, are remote. You know where you're going to wind up, don't you? That's right. It's back to bed, for you. There's only one place for this sort of thing, in the open-plan house, and I'm wondering whether I want to spend the rest of my days there.

When is a basic bungalow not a basic bungalow? We'd say when the Bagley family takes over. Their house was one of a group built by the Government, but later offered for private sale. The Bagleys bought one of the "look-alike" houses, and immediately consulted an architect about remodeling for more space, beauty and, above all, for individuality.

Excellent planning and good-taste design rapidly changed the little house from a nondescript basic bungalow to a lovely, luxury-level home. A floor-to-ceiling bay window, a deep carport, a new family room, fresh exterior of white clapboards completely altered the appearance of the house.

REMOLDING gave Bagleys a center hall to keep rooms private. There are two full baths, a living room and new family room. New screened porch right next to kitchen makes a pleasant and convenient place to serve outdoor meals.

BELOW, LEFT. New family room and screened porch give Bagleys more space. L-shaped addition creates secluded area on the back lawn for outdoor living.

Let there be doors! Let's build houses with an eye to the human predicament! Let's sum it up: what mankind needs is a living room for each generation—with a door; a bedroom for each member of the family—with a door; a kitchen big enough to accommodate the crowd that gathers in it nightly from five to seven—with a door; a dining room big enough to hold a table, diners, and now and then something in the background wearing a white apron—with a door; a garage with storage space—with a door; and above all: walls to hang doors in. That for the open plan!

THE END
THREE'S A CROWD in the kitchen, even if they are those indispensable cook's helpers: paper towels, wax paper, and Saran or foil wrap. Line up your big three in a handsome Salem-pine dispenser with smooth antiqued finish and brass eagles for decoration. 15x13x6", with serrated edges for tearing. $8.98 plus 50c shipping. Merrill Ann, 5601-AH Kingsbridge Ave., N.Y. 63, N.Y.

A MASTER PLAN for arranging the furniture saves mister's back muscles. Homeowner's Layout Kit includes grid planning board, 4 sheets of scaled furniture press-outs, and a roll of 1/2" tape. Pieces stick to the grid so they don't blow away, but are easily removed and changed around. Saves time, trouble, money! $3.95. Planoramics, 631-AH East 1st St., Boston 27, Massachusetts.

HAVE A HEARTH that's easy to care for. The tool for effortless tending is the FireFender—it's a 30"-long scissor-grip tongs that lifts logs, feeds fuel, pokes the draft and all but sweeps the ashes. For that, a brass-handled brush and shovel in a brass-railed stand. All are velvet-black finished heavy iron. Set, $31.95. Fireplace Necessities, Dept. AH3, Box 35, N.Y.C. 62.

ALPHABETICALLY SPEAKING, this little hooked ABC rug is a charmer for any child's room! 2x3', it's of sturdy cotton on a heavy canvas backing, with alphabet and toy designs in bright red and blue. Perfect next to the bed, to keep small feet cozy and warm while they're searching for slippers. It's $5.95 plus 25c. Page & Biddle, 21-Alf Station Rd., Haverford, Penna.

TO TICKLE YOUR FANCY, a feather pen 12" long in its own wooden inkstand that's darling on your desk. It's a replica of a ship's master's pen, but the surprise is that its writing end is a ball-point pen! White enameled stand is splashed with ink-blue and has an official-looking red seal. $2.25 from World Traveler Gifts, Box 202-AH, Crestwood Drive, Maplewood, New Jersey.

LAY THAT PISTOL DOWN on your front door, and presto—it's a doorknocker! Pistol rests on a powder flask, and both solid brass pieces are cast from an Early American Cap and Ball gun, of about 1840. 3 1/2 x 7 1/2", it's lacquered for outdoor use. $8.95; $10 West of the Mississippi. Basics by Dieman, Inc., 8044-AH Kugler Mill Road, Cincinnati 43, Ohio.

YOUR JUST DESSERTS will look twice as yummy if you serve them in lovely Lotus Bowls! Of dainty white translucent porcelain, they're petal shaped to display puddings and ice cream as prettily as they will nuts, candies, or before-dinner tidbits. 2 1/4" high, 4 1/2" in diam. and charming on your table. 4 for $2.50. Artisan Galleries, 2100-AH N. Haskell Ave., Dallas 4, Texas.

SCOOP OF VANILLA-white glazed ceramic makes a pretty planter to contrast with your favorite greens! 3 1/2 x 4 3/4", the sugar scoop has a sculptured leaf and floral motif that's right in keeping with ivy and philodendron. We'd love it on a provincial wall, or in the kitchen holding wooden spoons. $2.79 ea. Sturbridge Yankee Workshop, 1 Brimfield Tpk., Sturbridge, Mass.
Welcome to the Market Place! Merchandise, if not personalized, may be returned within seven days for a full refund. Most of the firms mentioned in the Market Place prefer not to handle C.O.D.'s. Unless otherwise stated, postage is included in price.

THREE TO GET READY for your prettiest table setting are these Staffordshire pitchers in white semiporcelain striped with blue. Fill the 1/4-pint size with cream, the 3/4-pint with syrup or gravy, and the pint full of flowers. Result: a feast for the eyes and a feast for hungry stomachs! The set of 3, $3.95 plus 25c. The Added Touch, Dept. AH, Wynnewood, Penna.

FIGURE THE ANGLES you can turn these pretty hurricane sconces to, and see how versatile they are! Extending 10" from the wall, base and bracket are black wrought iron with clear glass chimney. On either side of the mantel, swing them toward or away from each other for interesting effects. 11" high. $5.95 ea., $10.95 the pair. Seth & Jed, Dept. AH, New Marlborough, Mass.

A JAR-RING NOTE on the table is mustard or jam in the jar. Banish the mess forever with a Spooky Spoon—a gaily striped ceramic jar with its own whimsical cover and attached spoon. Striped yellow on white for mustard, pink on white for jam & jelly, or red on white for ketchup. 5" tall. $1 each. Order from Breck's, 110 Breck Building, Boston 10, Massachusetts.

ADD A LIGHT TOUCH to old French wallpaper rollers by making them into handsome lamps! Till now, these imported wood and brass bases were costly decorator items. Do your own, in lovely abstract or floral one-of-a-kind designs—just $15 (shade not incl.) for base, wiring kit, 3-way socket, fittings. 24" high, 4" diam. D. M. Studner, 505 8th Ave., New York 18, N.Y.

ROOKIE-COOKIE-makers can turn out professional-looking goodies with these hand-carved molds pretty enough to hang! Fine hardwood, deeply carved in old-country patterns: (1. to r.) gnome, goose girl, butterfly, angel or a 6½x4" combination. A centuries-old Dutch recipe included. $1.50 ea.; all 5, $6.50. Handy Gifts, Dept. 04, Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif.

"THE HONOUR OF YOUR PRESENCE" at their wedding suggests an unusual wedding or anniversary gift for a favorite couple. Send the invitation to be colored with a dainty spray of forget-me-nots, then mounted in a deep frame that conceals a music box. Of course, it plays the Wedding March! Light or dark finish. $8.95. Market Combbers, Box 12257, Atlanta 5, Ga.

RING IN THE CREW for dinner with a gay little solid brass dinner bell—so much easier than trying to round them up from all corners of the house. It sits on its own 5½"-high pine stand and happily announces Good bread, good meat, good gosh, let's eat! Its merry tinkle will bring everyone on the run. $2 from Darlington Gifts, 10-AH Duncan Street, Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART of the year won't be complete without Party Spoofers. These gay 5"-long cardboard-and-tissue animals will sit on the mantel, flock around the punch bowl or dangle from the doors and mirrors, livening up the festivities with their whimsy. Happy souvenirs for your guests to take home! 12 for $1.50. Buyways, Dept. AH, Caldwell, N.J.
FARE AND WARMER. The charm and functional warmth of a Franklin stove are combined with a grate and charcoal grill for cooking party fare! "1812" model has brass ornaments, including 18 stars for the number of states in the Union at that time. Grate for playroom or cellar! $95.05 f.o.b. factory. Portland Stone Foundry, Dept. A-H-6, 57 Kennebec St., Portland, Me.

TALLIES-HO! Your bridge party will be off to a fast start if you give out these unique tallies. On their backs are recipes for dips, canapés and spreads, with gay assorted designs on the front sides. For regular or progressive bridge, each set has 8 tallies and 2 score cards. 2½ x 4". 35c a set, 3 sets for $1. From Spencer Gifts, 329 Spencer Building, Atlantic City, New Jersey.

"OPEN, SESAME" just isn't enough—you have to know the combination to get this treasure vault open! Of solid steel with combination lock (no two the same) and a throw-bolt, too; only you can get at the cash, documents, keys or jewelry you've stashed inside. It stands alone or may be installed in the wall. $2.49. Carol Beatty, 11 Beatty Bldg., Culver City, Calif.

BUBBLES IN YOUR BATH-room will add a bright touch if they’re of gold and if they’re balanced by two perky circus seals! Of ceramic, with a glazed mother-of-pearl finish, they’re a charming touch in a lackluster bathroom. $4.95, Arthur Charles, Box 86-S, Atlantic City, New Jersey.

PRINT CLEARLY designed to perk up a quiet room is this charming India spread called "People and Scenery." Designed in vivid colors on a creamy background, fine cotton spreads are washable and color-fast. Great for skirts and draperies as well! Single bed, 72x108", $3.95; double bed, 90x108", $4.95. From Shopping International, 65-AH Court St., White Plains, N.Y.

WALKING IN A WINTER WONDERLAND is great fun, but drippie boots do mess up the hall! Get this smart black wrought-metal rack to put an end to puddles—it has its own drip pan below. Besides room for three pairs of boots, it will hold lots of umbrellas and can stand or hang. 19" wide, 30" high and 4½" deep. $4.95. Arthur Charles, Box 86-S, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
RACK OF ALL TRADES is the most versatile home accessory we’ve seen yet. Of pine, with honey pine or maple satin finish, it has 6 slots for mail, a magazine shelf, a removable planter and 6 hooks for keys! 11x20" it’s just the right size for that bare spot in your hall. $11.75.

In kit form, ready to put together and finish, $7.25. Yield House, Dept. A-9, North Conway, N.H.

OUR BOWL RUNNETH OVER with popcorn, and does it ever look appetizing? 12" in diameter, its plenty big enough for all the corn you want to pop on chilly winter evenings around the fire. Pretty, too—it’s tin, in antiqued beige with a blue-green antiqued edge and an eagle in the middle to keep an eye on supplies. $4.95. Old Guilford Forge, Dept. AH, Guilford, Conn.

THE ICMAN COMETH back to the kitchen every few minutes for ice cubes! Not if you have this charming 8" high ice basket of brown rattan. The liner is white polystyrene-lightweight, washable, unbreakable and keeps ice cubes? Not if you have this charming in kit form, ready to put together and finish, $7.25. Yield House, Dept. A-9, North Conway, N.H.

RACK OF ALL TRADES is the most versatile home accessory we’ve seen yet. Of pine, with honey pine or maple satin finish, it has 6 slots for mail, a magazine shelf, a removable planter and 6 hooks for keys! 11x20", it’s just the right size for that bare spot in your hall. $11.75.

In kit form, ready to put together and finish, $7.25. Yield House, Dept. A-9, North Conway, N.H.
BUILD YOUR OWN from proved home plans
Finest Plans Money Can Buy

Over 700 Plans and New Building Ideas
Find your dream home and many ideas in the complete library of home plans. Every
design proved for economy, comfort, beauty. Save $100 or more on the plan of your own
or more that you build
1. FAMILY ROOM HOMES
2. MILLING & SPLIT LEVELS-220 popular homes
3. NEW TRENDS in Splendid Homes
4. BLOCK HOUSES-260 plans
5. DUPLEX HOMES-122 economical designs
6. WEEKENDER HOMES-

Box 6-A, San Clemente, California
HEAVY LEGS
Try this now, amazing ingenuity, Help for SLENDERIZED LEGS
FREE! New Technique that reduces weight, increases strength. No additional cost. No additional
or tricky "French" splices, rivets, screws. See your nearest local retailer. Write for free booklet.

Before

Modern Methods, Dept. FL-441
New York City 7

Shore, you save

in

Mink Poodle Pin & Earrings
$1.98

Philip Kitchen, F. Wayne Tabor, 1540 E. Grand Ave., Dallas 14, Texas
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THE BIG BRUSH-OFF you get with this long one makes it almost an extra arm! We've never seen any brush with so many uses—for the hearth, the radiators, Venetian blinds, those narrow slits between kitchen cabinets, for dusting under low furniture—you'll demand up to 5 years' work with sturdy fiber bristles. $2. Suwanee Craft Shop, Dept. AH-5, Norcross, Ga.

THROW IN THE TOWEL that goes with this French Bread tray, and voilà—a perfect setting for those long crusty loaves, still warm from the oven! Made of woodlike Flintwood, the tray is 17½" long in avocado, curry, or chili colors. The 10¼" linen towel is printed in harmonizing colors on white. $3.95 plus 35c postage. The Krebs, Dept. AH-12, Westerly, Rhode Island.

A CAT AS CAT'S CAN chews on a bit of string and adds a homy touch to a kitchen. This one is not just being kittenish—he keeps your fall of sweaty leaves, still warm from the oven! Made of woodlike Flintwood, the tray is 17½" long in avocado, curry, or chili colors. The 10¼" linen towel is printed in harmonizing colors on white. $3.95 plus 35c postage. The Krebs, Dept. AH-12, Westerly, Rhode Island.

NEW! NOAH'S ARK NURSERY ROOM MURAL! New/ Noah's Ark Nursery Room Mural! In boy's especially warm colors, $3. 2 Yrs. $5 3 Yrs. $6 We will mail gift cords in your Birthday Book and send Gift Subscription for every home-loving friend who will carry your good wishes. Your friendships, deeply rooted in sharing of the things you appreciate and enjoy, flourish on a sharing of the things that's why your Birthday Gift Subscription is so desirable. Send now for Morony's new 1959 Style Book. MORTON'S, Dept. 21-A, Washington 4, D.C.
Full-Color

BIRD PRINTS
Ready for Framing

Here's something you won't want to miss! An opportunity to own a complete set of American HOME's bird prints or any single prints missing from your collection. These reproductions of original paintings by Arthur Singer, foremost wildlife artist, are on heavy stock paper 9\(\frac{3}{4}\)×12\(\frac{1}{4}\)”, ready for framing. Complete sets come in a beautifully designed portfolio. Sent postpaid anywhere in the U. S.

$295 set, postpaid
individual prints 50¢ each

**PLEASE ALLOW 2 WKS. FOR HANDLING AND MAILING**

**BIRD PRINT ORDER FORM**

**PLEASE SEND ME:**

- Portfolio of 8 Full-Color Bird Prints for $2.95
- Individual prints as checked below for $0.50 each
- [ ] Cardinal
- [ ] Bluebird
- [ ] Grouse, Pheasant, Quail
- [ ] Mockingbird
- [ ] Robin
- [ ] Goldfinch
- [ ] Meadowlark
- [ ] Oriole and Chickadee

**Name**
**Street Address**

**City**
**Zone No.**
**State**

Print name and address in coupon to be used as label for mailing. Cut out and send M.O. or personal check. Do not send stamped.

If you live in New York City, add 5% for City Sales Tax.

**THE AMERICAN HOME, Dept. AS, American HOME Bldg.**
**Forest Hills 75, N. Y.**

---

**COMING IN FEBRUARY**

**Announcing! The 18 Grand Prize Winners of the 1958 American HOME Citation Program**

Next month we will present the 18 houses chosen by a distinguished panel of judges and our American HOME readers as the “Best House for the Money” in 18 states throughout the U.S.A. These are the areas that account for over 80% of the building going on today.

Your new house is the biggest and most important purchase you’ll ever make. If you are about to take the plunge, it’s essential that you get the biggest value for your new-house dollar. Find out why the judges and our readers feel that these are the outstanding houses in the area where you live!

**WE DESIGN 4 KITCHENS**

You’ll find ideas aplenty in four beautiful kitchens designed by American HOME editors just for you!

**PLAN YOUR “BEAUTY SPOTS” NOW**

Learn how you can make eye-catching focal points in small areas of your garden with these charming, informal plantings.

**THE AMERICAN HOME, JANUARY, 1959**
JANUARY SALES—what better time to buy

WONDERFUL CANNON TOWELS

At every price, you get that special Cannon feel

Here’s economy! A strong absorbent towel made to take it! Large bath size, now 79c.

The soft beauty is woven in to last. Luxury-quality Empress, 25 x 48, now about $1.59.

Beautiful buy! This big, bright 22 x 44 stripe, just one of many stripes and solids. All in Carefree colors that stay bright for years. Only 99c.
OLSON RUGS — America’s Loveliest, Low-Priced Broadloom

Special Limited Time Offer
FREE
Luxurious Scatter Rugs
... just for TRYING room size Olson Rugs. Choice of 47 colors, patterns in 3 popular sizes up to 3 x 5 1/4 ft. If not delighted, return large rugs and keep Gift Rugs.
Write for Catalog, Free Coupon.

OLSON RUG CO. Chicago New York San Francisco

Like Millions of Olson Customers
You, too, can . . .
SAVE up to 1/2-
"If you will send me your Old Carpets, Rugs, and Clothing at my expense, I GUARANTEE to send you the finest, longest wearing Broadloom Rugs or wall-to-wall Carpeting you ever had for so little money."
Pres. William Olson
IT'S ALL SO EASY. Why pay for materials when you have so much of your own—more than you realize?

By the Famous Olson Process, the valuable wools and materials in discarded carpets, rugs, clothing, etc., are scientifically reclaimed like new, sterilized, shredded, bleached, merged, redyed, spun with choice New Wools and woven within a week into deep-textured, new, two-sided Broadloom with the twist weave beauty of luxury-priced wool rugs—at about half the cost. Customers say, "Olson Rugs wear like iron—they are lovely enough for the finest homes."

You Risk Nothing by a Trial. We guarantee to please you or pay for your materials. Our 85th year. Factory-to-You!

FREE Beautiful New Olson Rug Book — Gift Rug Coupon
49 Model Rooms, Rugs, in Full Colors
Cut Out Postcard — Mail!
(NO STAMP NEEDED — JUST DROP IN MAIL BOX)
This is a special new type Coupon-Postcard that requires no stamp or envelope. Just cut out along the red dotted line and write your name and address in the space provided and drop in any mail box. Pay no attention to any printing on the back of this card. By return mail you will receive the beautiful new Olson full color Rug Catalog and Decorating Book and Free Gift Rug Coupon.

OLSON RUG CO. Chicago New York San Francisco

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
First Class Permit No. 66, Chicago, Ill.
Postage Will Be Paid By—OLSON RUG CO. Dept. E-7
Catalog Division Chicago 41, Illinois

Choice of new pattern regardless in your material, in a week—up to wide, seamless, any Lovely TWEEDS Solid Colors Embossed Effects Early American Oriental Designs
If You Have No Old you can buy Olson outright at factory p